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'GONNA' KEEP ON PUSHING UNTIL
DOWNTOWN BIAS IS BROKEN' NAACP
Tri-Stat71/5avender,...
141SSiSSIPel

MISSISSIPPI

ARKANSAS

ARKANSAS

"The South's Independent Weekly"

NAACP Plans A
'March A Week'
Protest Of Bias

Price 15c

MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, JUNE 24, 1961

VOL. XI- No. 34

Young Fr om Marchers

JFK Approves
Sending Food
To Fayette Ct.

New Bus Driver

First Negro
Bus Driver
Dedicated Man

Surplus food for distress
Negro farmers in Fayette and
Haywood Counties was authorized by President John F.
Kennedy last week .
The Metropolitan Transi
Authority took everyone In
Negroes who had registered
Memphis Branch NAACP,
surprise last week with th
to vote in the counties became
not resting with their picketannouncement that It had hiret
victim. of economic pressure
ing of the downtown stores
its first Negro bus driver ir
by white landowners and merwhich hold to segregated
Ilium person of James L. Smith
chants.
lunch counters, evidently plan
29. of 82 Angelus.
The President's authorizaa "march a week" onslaught
tion to send the food came in
Smith. a dedicated man, hac
on the downtown area to proa letter to Agriculture Secreput in his application only tett
test these institutions.
tary Orville Freeman.
and a half months before. H
The Chief Executive's acsaid he was surprised that thi
AI Last Saturday the group
btu; company contacted ;urn a
tion, in large part, grows out
IIStaged the second of such
quickly. Naturally, he's elateo
of a series of NAACP moves
marches and plan a similar
*
Smith, a native Memphian
dating back to March 1960,
one for Thursday, June 22, 11
thinks that his appointment a
when John Brooks, director of
ctn. beginning at Atlanta Life
a driver, a here-to-fore unhearc
voter registration, investigatInsurance company.
of happening in Memphis, i
ed economic reprisals growing
The march last Saturday
simply the forerunner to othei
out of efforts of Negroes in
was composed of walkers in
such appointments for NeHaywood and Fayette Countheir sub-teens and teens, algroes.
ties to register and vote. The
though several adults were in
"All Negroes have to do it
NAACP submitted affidavits
the
Memphis,
in
post
driver's
L.
MR. AND MRS. JAMES
evidence. In the main, howapply in considerable number,'
of voting denials to the Justice
by
handled
position
such
first
•
h
t
are happy over
ever, the walkers were chilsaid Smith.
Department under the Civil Smith
news that Smith h a s a Negro. (Stansbury photo)
dren.
Smith said he did not know
to Rights Act of 1957 which re- good
Main
down
marched
and
threegroup,
The
March.
s
u
appointed to • b
YOUNGSTERS MARCH past
personally, if other Negroes
to sulted in a consent decree be- been
again
back
The number of walkers
and
Adams
•
r
•
w
which
of
fourths
the marquee of the Palace
had applied for similar pooccurred on the ing issued April 25, 1960.
seemed to have increased over
of Beals street en youngsters in their teens and Beale. Sit-ins
sitions.
theater
investigapersonal
As
Brooks'
before.
(Duncan
that of the week
morning.
same
Smith said he underwen*
their way downtown in the sub-teens started from Atlantion of events in Fayette Counusual, police escorts lined the
Protest ta Life Insurance company photo)
extensive tests, physical and
sponsored
NAACP
the
of
ors
um
r
they
confirmed
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as
Negroes
path of the
emotional, as well as mental
economic squeeze against Netraversed the same ground
before he finally got the nod.
who
others
and
the
leaders
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tread
had
they
over which
When the Defender talked
vote.
and
register
to
dared
week before.
with him last Saturday he adwere submitted in
Affidavits
mitted that he was "beat",
Sit-in activity took part in
May. 1960, to the Justice De- By MAS. DOLLY SPALDING "charity'.
having gone through extensive
most of the downtown departby the Washington
partment
HEIP
CAN
YOU
testing the day before.
Tri-State Defender)
ment and drugstores where
Bureau detailing the econom- (Special To
Many of you can help these
is a native Memphian.
seating or no
segregated
including refusal "Not Charity But A Chance" men and women remain em- Smith
reprisals,
ic
He was graduated from Booker
ailliseating at allafor Negroes. is
of credit, denial of bank loans is the motto of Goodwill Indus- ployed by donating clothing, T. Washington high school after
wheld to at the lunch counters.
recom- and refusal of merchants to tries employees. This is the furniture, bric-a-brac, dishes,
attending several years at
6. Issuance of permanent seven. As of today, we
Stores that closed their lunch A citizens group is circulating
Overton of sell gasoline, c loth i n g and mental attitude of the approx- hats, toys as well as large and night. He is a Korean vet. He
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items,
Goodwill
to
small appliances
where alco- 3740 Marion ave., and Mr. J. other necessary
is married to the former Jimmie
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Main and Madison. Lowen- cohol Licensing Board here in of establishments
Williams of 1588 Dor- as the cancellation of liability employed in Memphis' Good- Industries.
Ruth Sanders. They have two
stein's basemen: grill and Memphis to "clean up the holic beverages are sold. Failure Harold
tracautomobiles,
on
As an example, men's shoes, children.
. . . to better represent insurance
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training.
The six week session began hearing at the Wednesday meet- ing location of either liquor or
assistance, food and clothing
moving traffic violations.
He is one of the most popular three Goodwill stores.
June 12 and will end July 21. ing of the Alcohol Licensing beer establishment after the ad19. Stores licensed to sell al- to help out in the emergency, employees at Goodwill Indus"You are invited to visit
Most of the students enrolled Board-and not wait for the vertisement appears in the
Take a Look-Sef,
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nicknamed vacation needs," states Sexton.
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11. Advertising in all in- one license be issued per family. agement of the NAACP Mem- "Station Smile."
"By making purchases of recredits or removing deficiencies. foot in places where beer (alphis branch.
stances and no thirty day pro- Any relatives.
Working with him is another conditioned merchandise you
Class periods are scheduled cohol beverages) is sold.
PAGE 9
20. No living quarters or side In order to take affirmative man, who must walk with the will help keep our handi4. All obstructions be re- bation.
between 7:30 a.m. and 1:30
12. All the members of the (blue) rooms be allowed where steps to end the pressures in help of his hands because his capped at work during the
p.m. Monday through Friday. moved from windows so a Alcohol Licensing Board thoSee What A
alcoholic beverages are sold. the counties, the Association's deformed limbs are not more summer."
Special classes in swimming clear view is possible from the
Goodwill Industries of Memfamiliarize themselves 21. No gambling devices, pin Executive Secretary, Roy Wil- than three feet in length. He
s'treet in all beer establish- roughly
New
are being held.
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vast ceiling of the S i st i n e the Commissioner
the Alcohol Licensing Board- 22. No liquor store should be Congress of
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Taxation.
National
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chapel in Rome. - (UPI)
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he act100-voice male to Negro farmers in Haywood Smith (1), are both Goodwill the most admired men of the
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national
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chair. Pennington is of the Industry are located
from one of the officers and hit
peal.
chairman of the fund-raising ed in McFerren being able to a wheel
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The offiat 94 N. Second and 245 ?dabs
IN JACKSON, MISS. T h e one of them with it.
pastor I. Rev. Purchase gas for his filling sta- a victim of polio. These two
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project.
Lee's
an
orator.
as
Noted
force
mon, because of their pleasant and in Jonesboro, Ark,
tion.
.1dississippi Supreme C ou r t cers said they had to use
Roy
Love.
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"The
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is
III.
topic
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Lt. GE0R(.1
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him by his
tion against the state N A A- had the police put on
Mitchell had
CP. Medgar Evers, field worker wife, who said
Boushe fined
for the organization in Jack• beaten her. Judge
conduct
son, had been found guilty of Mitchell for disorderly
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contempt by a Hattiesburg, and assault and

Feels He Can
Handle Job

Another Walk
For June 22

Citizens Shout For A 'Clean
Up', Petition Liquor License Board

Goodwill Motto: lot
Charity But Chance'

PAT WALKER
MARRIES!

•
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TENNESSEE

TENNESSEE

For The Record

George W. Lee Baptist
Brotherhood Keynoter

Newsboys! A Trip To St. Louis Awaits You. See Page 5!

Lakeview To Sponsor
Jazz-Filled Festival

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

Lakeview Country Club has available at modernist PrioN
announced sponsorship of "Jazz "Jazz Under the Stars" is
Under the Stara," brat in a being presented by the Coins.
series of summer Pin contwrts try Club Management, due to
Four West Tenn, 4-Hers
Doris Marie, 16, a the
to be presented for the timer- popular request for this type
Among g Delegates
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richal public at the club. The first of music from so many people
This week we are paying ard Terry of Cedar Hill. She
concert win be held this Sat- in this area. According to contribute to an outstanding group has completed 18 projects
uniay night, June 24, on the cert manager, Mose Lynom
of young farmers, homemakers her six years of club woi
vast club grounds located on "We're planning future conand 'junior leaders who have with her major achievement
Horn Lake Road just south certs with a 'wait-and-see' atbeen selected to represent in clothing. She has helped
of Shelby Drive. It will last titude. If this first one is well
Tennessee at Regional 4-H other club members with projfrom $ p.m. tit approximately received by the public, we'll
Camp, Washington, D. C., Au- ects and records, planned comcontinue presenting one a
1 a.m.
gust 6-7. The eight delegates munity-wide programs, and
Saturday,, concert will tea.. month up through September."
were selected fran a coup served as club officer.
ture this area's outstanding Lakeview president, Sam
of C,708 senior 4-1-I club memBarbara Inez, 17, is the
Negro and white musicians and Peace, said that if this first
bers on the basis of their pro- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. OFF FOR STUDY — Mrs. Marl
vocalists. Starring will be Bill concert is well attended, the
ject development, leadership B. Hampton of Clarksville,
Lou Womack is expected to
Justis and his combo featuring Lakeview group will also bring
ability, and school, church and Route 3. She has been in 4-H
the "Gerry Mulligan South," in top flight names in jazz
complete her work in counselcommunity work.
club
work
seven
years,
and
has
Onzie Home with his big pro- such as Zoot Sims, litsy El- A SURPRISE PACKAGE received a CPA Training car- well, recording secretary:
the eight outstending 4-H completed 25
projects. She ing and guidance at Tennessee
gressive band. and Count dridge and Illinois Jacquet to was awarded to Eliehue Stan- tificate from LaSalle Exton- Standing: Hobert Franklin, Club members
are: Stella Mae was a district winner in junior A&I State university. She
will
Down with his fabulous quer- back up our great local stars. back, public accountant, and sion University in Chicago, membership chairman; Miss Chi s m, Hardeman
County; leadership, and has given 28 be
stet featuring vocals by Joan
one of the 20 to certify in
president of the Memphis III. He was unsuccessful as a Gates, Oscar Gates, father of Joyce Harris, Shelby; Doris method demonstrations in
safe- this field,
Vann. Mistress of ceremonies
and one of the first
Shelby County and Tennes- IMO candidate iCIT City Tax Miss Gets', who is parliamen- Marie Terry, Robertson; Bar- ty, sewing, and food
prepara- in West
will be Martha Jean Steinberg,
Tennessee since the
Association, Inc., Assessor. He resides at 2485 tarian; Mrs. Clara Gates: bara Inez Hampton, Montgom- tion.
Voters
,
see
popular radio personality and
program was initiated.
by Miss Theresa Gates of 1507 Deadrick ave. Seated, left- Frank Parker and William ery; Ermon Hicks, Shelby; Ermon, 18, is the son
jazz enthusisiet
of Mr.
Sparks Cove, during a meet- right: 0. Z. Evers, chairman Long. corresponding micro- Benjamin Lee Bell, Fayette; and Mrs. Erman Hicks, Sr., of
UNDER THE STARS
of the board of directors of the tary. Present but not shown James Farmer, Robertson; and Millington. He has been in 4, ing ot the association, recent
"Jazz Under the Stars" IS
ly. It was Stanback's birth- assoviation: Honoree Stan- is Garfield Campbell. assist- Robert A. Floyd, Wilson.
the same type of outdoor conStella Mae, 17, is the daugh- H work for six years, and is
day anniversary. He recently back, Mrs. Evergreen e,ald- ant board chairman.
in
leadership,
ter of Ray Chism of Toone. outstanding
cert presentations that have
- -- - ---------- -- — She has completed 34 projects school, and church work.
been received so well in the
in her nine years of club work. Benjamin, 16, is the grand- "I Nearly imbedlodeath
east, and is a "first" for this
She ha s made outstanding son of Mrs. Ben Murphy, Route 7% lears.Tlooll Ifrond
ares. It is strictly an informal Court ot Crows, by Roberi
weeder creow.Now
type of entertainment. Dress A. Knowlton (Harper): The
achievement in home improve- 6, Somerville. He, too, has sewhappy,"
genius Mrs.
l'or
ment, gardening, and canning. been in 4-H six years. with P.Ramsay ofI_ A. Calif
Ls informal. Even though Lake- deeds and misdeeds of sumview is a private club, the pubStella has served as junior outstanding achievement in here's blessed titlist from
mer residents of a sm afllsland
i
8
public speaking, cotton, live- tro.cn,:le:p4.
130 members to join 4-11,
lic is invited to this affair.
cchalice. rsl
and
off the Carolina coast
ee. Marasetifiar
Mel
leader four years, encouraging stock production, and junior end e<eassa with an arnasiacrw
Admission is one dollar for
7411-4.11014
formula calledLANANCAE.
'
leadership.
helping
setting
for this perceptive,
170 with record books.
everyone. The bandstand will
1114dIcate4 cres416114144134141111b0C0t.
Mr, ifritilla sod
Joyce, 17, is the daughter of James is 17, and the son of while a sor7(4470
be erected by the lake and novel. That love can destroy'
44471.111=01:11 healing.
o
i
r
il
a
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Harris of Mrs. Louise Farmer Owens. of
the lighting will be the stars. is demnnstrated by Mercy The merits and future of the Warren Browning, J. Es. Boyd,ciale, C. R. Graham, It. E.
Arlington. She is state 4-H Adams, He has had 8 years
ton Makers' Jubilee was dis- D. S. Cunningham, W. E. Rags-leysucker and H. H. Jones.
No formal seating arrange- Mowery, beautiful wife of •
Iona leader, and has served of 4-H work, which have helpmerits are being m a d e, so retired lawyer; and Ashley ussed during a special meeting
ed him develop skill in facing
as vice president and
Interdenominational
the
everyone is requested to bring Wister, the local young boor of
secrean audience, presiding over
tary of her local club.
ear blankets, stadium cushions who becomes irresistible to Ministers Alliance of Memphis
Leadership is her major project; along meetings, and helping others
or aluminum folding chairs. Or, Mercy. There is a murder and knd Shelby County at the Abe
with home grounds beautifi- with their project work.
they can sit in their cars, since a trial and a suicide before Scharff Branch YMCA last
Robert, 16, is the son of
cation, swine, safety, and
free parking will be permitted approaching winter
garreturns Monday morning'
dening, She organized her Mr. and Mrs. Robert Floyd of
an the club grounds as well as the island to the natives
About People, Places
and Board of directors of the CotWatertown, He has finished 21
community 4-H club.
on Horn Lake Road. They can their ingrown ways.
It's a sotn- Ion Makers' Jubilee were invitAnd Problems
projects in his six years of club
drive right up to the gate. pay ber
but fascinating tale in ed to the meeting to "clarify our
work. His project work in
By FRANK L. STANLLY
the one dollar per person ad- which
disaster is foretold by SAlliance Members) views on
swine production has been outmission and drive right in. Re. the
crows who congregate in the Cotton Makers Jubilee,'
standing.
Ireshments of all types will be
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — T Is e how many more white votes
the trees to pass judgment on which was spelled out to mean
The eight delegates will be
humans — according to the (1) Is the Jubilee a racially seg narrow defeat of James Queen- will he gain?
accompanied to the Regional
an by William Milburn as Dem- (2) Mayor Hoblitzell's refueal
248 Vance—JA 7-9320
local Negroes who could read
Camp by Miss Bessie Walton
regaled part of the Cotton Car- ocratic mayorality nominee is- to support a Public Accommosuch signs.
Memphis, Tennessee
nivel, sponsored by the white sues several warnings to Louis- dations Ordinance is a bitter ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — and Mr. W. H. Williamson, asAt Last to Kiss Amanda, by persons in the cotton industry? ville and Jefferson County disappointment to Negroes. As More than 15,000 "Messengers" sistant state agents.
the outgoing mayor, he is not are expected here today for
Frank Norris (McGraw-Hill): (2) Is the Jubilee celebration in Democratic powers.
According to this nove 1, it direction opposition to the Ne- Milburn won by less than helping his party's mayoralty the week-long meeting of the
doesn't pay to be too good to gro's local struggle for full 2,000 out of some 31,262 NMI- nominee at all with Negroes— National Baptist Sunday
people you like — they may civil rights? (3) Should the ocratic primary votes east in but for that matter, neither has School and Baptist Training
wind up hating you for pa- Jubilee be abandoned because the mayor's contest. This is a the nominee sought to help him- Union Congress.
tronizing them. It happened to it has outlived the purpose for tribute to Jimmy Queenan him- self with them in the area of The Congress will open with
Jackson Candles. in this story which it was organized?
self for running such an excel- civil rights. Will this ultra-con- an address by Dr. Mordecai'
— a well-intentioned young The meeting was called by lent race with so little, if any, servative (anti-civil rights) at- Johnson, former president of
Howard university, Washingman who had a flare for run- Rev. Henry C. Bunton, presi- organizational backing, very tract more white votes.
(3) Much depends upon the ton, D. C.
ning successful businesses, dent of the Alliance, in
a let limited finance and an almost forthrightness of Republican
Thursday night, 6,000 youths
making money' and letting his ter sent to each of the Jubilee's too late filing. Three voting nominee Cowger
himself. Will plan to take part in a parade
family and friends share in
board members. lie presided at elements of the city electorate he campaign openly and
gave
him
strong backing —
his good fortune. Insteed of
boldly and civil rights rally. Princithe meetin,
Catholics, labor and Negroes. on desegragted public accom- pal speaker will be Dr. Margratitude he reapera crop of '
bitter ill feeling Whig, almost .Chief spokesman for the Jubi- The important question a— modations? Will he and his al-. tin Luther King of Atlanta,
led to murder. Evert Aroanda, lee was Nat D. Williams, who who will these blocs support dermanic ticket support an or- one of the leaders of the antiwhom Jackson had loved strive eaked Alliance members' "Are in November — Milburn or dinance guaranteeing the end segregation campaign in the
childhood, turned against.him, YOu asking us to disassociate Cowger? Unknown faders are: of segregation in places cater- south.
adding to his bewilderment. with anything that smacks of 1. Will only 47 per cent of ing to the general public?
Ameri- the voting Democrats support Will Mr. Cowger and his run- Several have done it sucNorris has 'written a believ_ the Negro's history in Amenable story on this interesting ca . . blues, spirituals, eating Mr. Milburn in November? ning mates commit themselves cessfully on the Kentucky;
weterrnelpn? (2) Does the Jubi- This is his party batting per- sufficiently early in the cam- scene — Gov. Bert Combs, Lt.1
theme.
lee stereotype the Negro. (3) centage in the primary---a good paign or will they agree with Governor Wyatt. and Sen.,
The Southwest Old and New,
Are there any other techniques Percentage which needs im- the Democrats to ignore or John Sherman Cooper. Last
by W. Eugene Holton (Knopf):
evade the issue of local civil November. President Kennedy
of fighting for full civil rights!provement for victory,
A history of the vast territory
rights? Hoblitxell and Diehl won his White House term by
other than those employed by 2. With a potential
of 53 per took the identical negative po- running not only on his party's
which includes Texas, OklaR
C
E,
0
Southern
Christian
cent
anti-Milburn
homa, New Mexico and AriDemocrats sition on civil rights four years bold civil rights platform plank.
its a residential area.
Leaders, NAACP and the Black plus a passible solid backing of
ago.
23. Beer be Classified as an zona. Starting with discovery
but by Personally committing
Muslim? (4) Are there any his own party members, could
settlement
and
by the Spanalcoholic beverage or demand
If the Republicans have the himself forthrightly in favor of
techniques
of
protest
of
passive
Cowger
Mr.
muster
enough
iards,
Professor
Hollon,
courage and the conviction to it.
who
* test case.
resistance other than sit-ins, votes to win?
Stand for the end of local segre- Neither party nor any local
24. No deviation be made as teaches history at the Univer- boycotts and Freedom Riders?" Of course,
this speculation gation not only because it is nominee needs to fear lotting
sity
Oklahoma,
of
traces
the
to moral or character references
After Mrs. R. Q. Venson, one depends on several things: Will right and just to do so, but more votes than he would gain
social,
political
and
cultural
of applicant — that is, MUST development
from earli•st of the founders of the Jubilee! Labor support Cowger? W i 1 more importantly because com- by campaigning as a liberal.
BE RESIDENTS OF WARD in times
to the present. The Tex- along with her husband, Dr. the Catholic vote be as solid- plete Louisville desegregation The signs of the times and the
which applicant intends to opas rebellion and the Mexican Vensan, had explained that ly behind him? Will the Ne- must be achieved during the climate of majority opinion
erate his business. (172-(8)- war come
in for special treat- "the Jubilee is not a segregated gro vote remain or become next city administration, Cow- among Louisville voters indiChapter 5 — Alcoholic Bever- merit and add to the „reit:sger and his cohorts will sure- cate that any candidate can be
part of the Cotton Carnival, even more anti-Milburn?
ages, Article 11). This proced- ment of this interesting
story. but a separate and different No one can predice these ly win virtually all of the local a true champion of all citizens,
ure has not been followed since
variables because many things 40.000-plus Negro votes.
at least in the advocacy of full
corporation,"
the
ministers can happen
1934 or thereabout.
thanked her and remarked "this November. between now a n d It seems also highly probable exercise of their constitutional
25. All liquor and beer signs
However, I think that if the Republicans run on and human rights.
throws a different light on the we can
be regulated.
safely say that short of a positive civil rights platwhole thing."
a political miracle, Negroes will form, they stand a good chance
26. Generally accepted courOthers speaking as represen- be even more pronounced of not only gaining
tesy be afforded ministers, citithe support
tatives of the Jubilee were against Milburn.
of Labor and Catholics, but all
zens and taxpayers by the AlMn..
Calverta Ishmael; Robert The obvious reasons are: (1) of the fair-minded and liberalcohol Licensing Board.
27. All laws pertaining to the commander and operator of a Henry, Dr. Cooper E. Taylor, Mr. Milburn, having public ac- thinking whites in this c o mErnest
Withers, Frank Scott commodations, is apt to feel munity.
distribution and consumption of Decatur (colored) American
like the
local Democratic I submit that Louisville andi
alcoholic beverages be enforced. Legion Post was found innocent and Clifton Satterfield.
of
murder
over the week-end It was proposed that a corn- Headquarters. that he does not Jefferson County citizens have
June 2, 1961
need
the
by
Macon
Negro
a
County
vote to win. advanced to a high enough level
Circuit mittee of three members,
We would also like to add the
presi- So the more
county court jury.
he opposes a pub- of tolerance and acceptance rg
following recommendations.
dent and vice president each of
lic accommodations ordinance. desegregation to permit any
Virgil Rogers, 65, was tried
the Jubilee, Alliance and the
28. Applicants for liquor or
the more Negro votes will he candidate to be forthright on
for the slaying of Thomas Reid,
NAACP meet in the near future lose. The
beer permit be resident of Mem- 25, Decatur, in the
question also remains, civil rights.
post April
to discuss the "merits a n d
phis and Shelby County, Tenn. 5. Rogers said he shot
Reid in
future"
for five years.
of
the
Jubilee.
Starts Saturdayl
self defense after Reid resist29. Applicants for beer or hg- ed efforts to remove him from Among ministers attending
June 24th
for permit be registered voter, the post's lounge.
Reverends John Mickle, D.
ONE BIG WEEK!
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All Carrier Room Weathermakers are thoroughly tested to insure peak performance,
high capacity and long life.
They all have the new "Weather-Armor"
finish that gives extra protection both
to

the casing and internal parts. Remember,
about 75% of the average room air conditioner stays outside the house—so
Weather-Armor is important.
Check the Quality Control Test Card
you'll find on every Carrier Room Air Conditioner on our showroom floor. Then discover for yourself that extra-value Carrier
quality costs no more.
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Expect Large Turnout
For Camp Dedication

FRONTII

Delegates from seven states dormitories and other teethare expected to attend the ties.
dedication services of Camp The camping season will
Dorothy Walls in Black Moun- run front June 11 to Sept. 13.
"I WON'T TELL if you don't TRANSIT COMPANY,
it hired
Lain, N. C , scheduled for the It will be open to boys and
tell," said a prominent ma- its first Negro bus
driver last
June 26 weekend. The camp girls from seven to 18 years
tron to NAACP leader when week. He is John L.
Smith, 29,
site was purchased three years of age. Family camping can
they met in Goldsmith's last of 82 Angelus at.
The young
ago by the Western North also be arranged.
week. The matron had gone man shows a lot of promise.
North Carolina Conference of For more information, the
into the store "to pick up a INSURANCE
AGENTS
the AME Zion church, admin- camp director, Rev. W. L.
package that was in the lay- walking the picket lines and
.
istered by Rt. Rev. William J. McDaniels of Box 172, rt. 1,
a-way," so she stated. How- sitting-in several
Saturdays
Walls, senior bishop of the Black Mountain, N. C., should
ever, she did not know that ago, said since they were deal.
denomination. The camp is be contacted. The camp is lotheNAACP worker had gone ing in the "insurance business'
named in the honor of the cated at the base of Stepps
to the store to see how many they were "insuring them
bishop's wife.
Negro shoppers were inside, selves against the continued
and Allen mountains which is
Main speaker at the dedi- about 12 miles from Ashville,
during a sit-in demonstration. racial discrimination going
catory service is expected to N. C., on the Cragmont road.
HE IS PROUD AND SO unheeded d nay ntow n." It is
be Dr. Samuel Duncan, presi
ARE WE of the fact that Jet- said that one can purchase indent of Livingston college in
ate L. Williams, this paper's surance coverage for everySalisbury,
N. C. which is supreal estate columnist, had an thing. We wonder if that coyported by the church. Hood
article published in the June rage includes "being insured
Seminary is also located on
issue of the National Associ- against racial discrimination."
the campus.
ation of Real Estate Brokers, Heh! Insurance agents, answer
Dr. Duncan Is widely known
-Inc. official publication, this one.
in North Carolina where he
which is named the "NAREB FRANK MITCHELL, 21, of
served as state supervisor of The Lydia Circle of Cumming
REPORT." Williams' article 56 E. McLemore ave., might
is entitled "The Future to have hit Patrolman
Negro education before as- Street Baptist church has made
Earl J.
suming the presidency of the plans to sponeer a Food-0Those Who Prepare For It." Clark, 29, first, but Clark and
college after the retirement of Rama in the churchs dining
GERRI MAJOR, social news his partner, Patrolman D. R.
room from 4-6 p.m.. Sunday, INTERVIEWED — Frederick grounds. for • tentative poDr. W. J. Trent, Sr.
writer for Johnson's Publica- Malone, really left their trade
June 25, announced the chair- B. McCu talon. recently of sition with the company. McDedication
of
the
camp
tion, flew to 'Memphis last mark . .
"brutality extraorCuiston would work in Enfalls on the third day of the men of the circle, Mrs. Ewie Tennessee State university
weekend to cover the mar- dinary," . . . on Mitchel's face.
First Annual Ministers Insti- M. Tried and Mrs. Ann Brew- was interviewed by F or d gineering and Research de.
riage of Miss Patricia Walker Sure policemen should proer.
Motor Company at their partment. if hired. The provtute and Youth Conference of
to Harold Shaw. Miss Walker tect themselves from brutal
Featured speaker at the Dearborn, M i c h. proving ing grounds, which consists of
KINDERGARTEN
the grandson of Mrs. Matti* the Western North Carolina
is the daughter of Mr. and attacks of suspects. But we LANE
exercise recently
4000 acres of land and utilises
Ma* Brown, all of 980 G. Conference of the AME Zion affair is expected to be Atty.
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker. The ask, does this "self protection" closing
Delmar it. Kathy is t h• church to be held at the camp. Russell B. Sugarmon. Soloists
some 500 engineers, Is the
wedding ceremony was one iinclude beating him after he featured the crowning of the
will
be
Mrs. Helen Houston
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
largest test track belonging to
King and Queen in the perAttending the ceremonies
of the biggest events of the has been subdued' 7 ?
sons of Donald Ray Isabelle Robert Anderson of 980 C. will be Bishop and Mrs. Walls, and Mrs. Julie Ford.
the Ford Motor co.
season. Several other big wedChairmen
of
the
program
are
dings are scheduled for later tlet181111011101111100111119101111111111111111111101181 and Kathy A. Anderson. Not Dixie Mall, A. B. Robinson 10 other bishops of the church;
Mrs. Jessie Braffett and Mrs.
shown is Princess Gloria J. instructor and Rev. .J. W. 12 general officers, including
this summer. The big-wedding- THE
Gertrude Turner.
Long. Donald is the son of
Williams. pastor.
Dr. James W. Eichelberger of The church
log-season tone was set by
is located at
and
Isabelle
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Chicago,
general
secretary
of
the Spight-Lindsey wedding
1222 Cummings at. The affair
the denomination's Christian is open to the public.
of several weeks ago.
New Tyler AME church,
education department; officers
568 Carpenter st., has plant A FORMER MEMPHIAN
the missionary department
of
ned to celebrate its annual
said he was tricked into makand the 92 active pastors and
"Young People's Day' Sunday,
)ng a purchase at Goldsmith. 1110111181111111111111011111111111111e11911111111111111111111
six presiding elders in the
June 25.
lie said he was not aware that
North Carolina Western conffowntown department stores SUNNY SIDE OF TOWN
Keynote speaker for the 11
ference, as well as many
were being picketed by the
am, service is expected to be
What they are saying: Gloria
others. States represented will
NAACP when he agreed to
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Rev. Ulysses Harvey for St.
Lynch gets "Nervous" everyMorganfield, be Tennessee, Kentuck y,
WDIA will bring a wealth of will be Willie
tnake a purchase of material
time A. P. is around. After talent to Memphis at 8 P. m. new Memphis star, cousin of North and South Carolina, The American Civil Liberties Andrews AME church. And
or a woman. He said he was
Faye McDade gets rid of C. Saturday, July 1, for its sixth Muddy Waters, whose real Virginia, Alabama and New Union has asked the House of Rev. J. E. Brooks of Smothers
post embarrassed to be seen H., "Who Will The
Representatives to divide fed- Chapel CME church is expectNext Fool
Jersey.
coming out of the store facing Be?" It's "Funny" R. E. doesn't annual Starlight Revue — all name is Morganfield.
The 61-acre camp site is re- eral school aid funds according ed to deliver the featured
Lloyd Price. one of the headthe pickets. Pere y Milligan know Florence Vandervilt in the name of charity for
speech at the 3 p.m. program.
liners of the popular portion of ported to have cost $75,000. It to a state's public school at'aid he is here visiting during have eyes for J. S. Robbie needy youngsters.
Miss Jacqueline Flowers is World's Largest Ford Dealers
the Starlight Revue, is a New was once used as a rest sani- tendance instead of total schoolhis vacation from Southern Ester "Dreams" about E. S. Dynamic Lloyd Price will
general chairman of the celeOrleans boy. He was
born tarium. It consists of a lake age population.
university in Baton Rouge, Geraldine Wright is "Coming bring his 15-piece band to play
THIRD & GAYOSO
for swimming and boating; The Senate, in passing a bration. Rev. R. L. McRae is
there on March 9, 1932.
La., where he is an instructor. Down With The Blues" for for the Revue. Popular artists
$2.5 billion aid to education pastor of the church. The pubJA 6-8871
Dee Clark and Little Junior Lloyd, whose phenomenal reOFFICIALS OF THE Inter- Thomas.
bill, voted to grant funds on lic is invited to attend.
Parker are also on the bill, as cording of "Personality" sold in
denominational Ministers Alli- ENTERTAINMENT CIRCLE
the basis of total school-age
millions,
the
has
always
been
is B. B. King, who got his start
ance of Memphis and Shelby The Cherrelett
population.
Social club is at WDIA. Carla Thomas, rising surrounded by music.
County invited officials and sponsoring
The ACLU said Sunday this
a treasure hunt at young
Memphis songstress. LOVE OF GUTAR
board members of the Cotton 475 dixie rd. Sunday. June 25
formula
From his father he inheritwould
discriminate
Makers' Jubilee to a meeting from 4:30 p.m. til 7. Lots of daughter of WDIA Disc Jockey ed the love of the guitar, and
against school children, parents
Rufus Thomas, will appear,
last Monday to give them a prizes will be given.
from his mother the love of
of private school children and
chance to "clarify their views Dance or Splash to the 1st- with several big-selling records the piano. With ten brothers
taxpayers who have no schoolon the Cotton Makers' Jubi- est sounds every Friday nite to her credit.
and sisters living under the
age children.
Longtime favorites Ivory Joe
lee."
same roof, the family soon
from 7 p.m, until at the Abe
A POLICE SQUAD CAR Schraff YMCA with the Jeb Hunter, Muddy Waters and made a collection of almost
MT. PISGAH PLAY
Howlin' Wolf will also be every instrument
suffered a flat tire on Beale Stuart Internationals. Admisinvented.
The gospel choir of Mt.
around to make their special Lloyd reached
for the trumstreet during the time a group sion is 40 cents at the door.
Pisgah
CME church is prebrands
music
the
Starfor
of
pet because nobody else in the
of youths were marching te Everbody invited. If you have
senting a play "Do You Know
whose
Revue,
this
theme
ight
family was playing it at the
main street to picket and sit- news and chatter, please conGod Is Able?". 5 p.m. June 25.
in last Saturday. It is not very tact Miss Ernestine Apsley, year is "Down Home Reun- time. But when one of his
Public is invited. Rev. W. D.
'on."
brothers
married and vacated
qften we see a squad car with WH 2-4845.
Browning, pastor. A Sesley Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof 100% Gram Neutral Spirits. W.& A.
Ben Branch and his band. the piano stool. Lloyd put in
Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio. Distributed by National Distillers
SPOTLIGHT OF THE WEEK
a deflated tire.
president.
Products Company.
along with the Largos, stand- his time pounding the ivories.
DANIEL C. KEAN of Pitts- Sam Fletcher, a native Mem—
bys in the Memphis entertainHe
was
only
14
at
LLOYD
phian
PRICE
the
is
time.
rapidly
climbing
the
burgh, Pa., stopped in Memment world, will round out the Within eight months he was in
ladder
of
success.
Sam
started
phis last week on official busipop bill.
great demand for social affairs iers with his great blues voice.
ness. He is a public relations his professional career in 1957 IN AUDITORIUM
On his return to the States in
in his native Louisiana.
around
the
New
York
area.
man for Gulf Oil Corp. He is
The
show,
formerly
held out- Singing still hadn't occurred 1956. Lloyd picked up his show
Believed to be the first Negro June, 1959 he made an appear- doors,
business
will
be
career, and the rest
staged
in
the
airto Lloyd at the time. Filling in
hired by the company in such ance on the Dick Clark Na- conditioned auditorium
for the for a sick brother. Lloyd sang of his life story can be summed
capacity. No doubt Gulf Oil tional Television show. He has first time.
in the church choir and soon up in two words: "Smash Hit!"
Corp. took a cue from Sun Oil also appeared on the Schaef- The opening portion rit
Lloyd is looking forward to
the became a regular member. It
co. in Philadelphia, which lost fer Circle show as the guest of Revue, as always, will be
de- was this accidental turn of fate the Starlight Revue in MemBarbara McNair in New York
thousands of dollars recently ,.,
voted to gospel music. Power- which set Lloyd seriously think- phis because he likes playing
before it bowed to a boycott "y•
Sam made his first effort as louse names to be represented ing about a career for himself charity shows, especially for
by Negroes.
nclude the Caravans and the as a singer.
needy kids. He was once a poor
a
• A YOUNG MAN AND NISI recording star on MGM rec- Soul Stirrers, both groups from
With his very first record, boy himself.
NEPHEW are learning the°rds. He is currently under Chicago; the Zionettes, from "Lawdy
Miss Clawdy," Lloyd
contract with R C A Victor.
hard way that it pays to know
Sam has been appearing con- Hattisburg, Miss.; the Dixie Price was an established star.
how to cook. The woman of
Nightingales
of Memphis, and
Uncle Sam took two of
stantly in night clubs ind
the house is on a month-longtheatres. He has appeared with the Spirit of Memphis. who Lloyd's years, which he server-nfore vacation. The m a n
FIRST IN A SERIES OF
have
never
missed
a
Starlight ed in Korea. In off duty hours
Hazel Scott. Nipsey Russell,
and his nephew are creating Olga James,
one of the stars Revue. Also on the gospel bill he entertained his fellow soldsome strange-looking dishes. from
* SUMMER JAZZ CONCERTS *
WIN, PLACE! SHOW!
the
movie "Carmen
Someone should tell them Jones," and many
others.
After The Races
that "cooking is an art" which
Some of his recordings are
SNACK AT TK's
is learned over a period of "Tall Hope" taken from "Wild"The Best For 1.61"
time, not during one short cat," a Lucille Ball production;
vacation.
"Just Had To Tell Someone"
A NURSE testified in Fed- and "Time Has a Way."
eral Court here hist week, that His latest release is "Hold
city policemen chased a group Me" backed with "You Did
of small children through a It." Sam's next release will
for-white-only city park, like be out in three weeks. He is a
little chickens. She was testi- Booker T. Washington high
fying at the Parks and Recre- school graduate.
ation Desegregation hearing. So hats off to a fine perforShe said "those poor little kids mer. Until next week, Lady
REAL FANCY
were chased in that park like Top and you too Ole Great
• •
chickens," until most of the One, if anything turns up,
CATFISH BURGER
cOurt's spectators became so spank it!
FOUNTAIN DRINKS
amused they laughed.
HAMBURGERS
"GIVE ME A TOOTHPICK," The largest collection of
HOTDOGS
requested the customer of a dinosaur remains in the world
FLORIDA AT TRIGG
waitress. This coflee is lumpy. is located in Dinosaur Park,
AND HIS COMBO
BRAVO FOR MEMPHIS Alberta, Canada.

Lydia Circle
Food-O-Rama

New Tyler's
Youth Day

Jeb Stuart
an u Wealth

Of Talent For
Starlight Revue Jluy 1

ACLU Asks Changes
In Education Bill

l
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• It's Convenient
• Fast

BARBECUE RIBS

BEDSPRING POTATOES

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

*BILL JUSTIS

•ONZIE HORNE
AND HIS BIG BAND

*THE COUNTDOWNS
with JOAN VANN, Vocalist

*MARTHA JEAN STEINBERG
MISTRESS OF CEREMONIES
Yeasts iethe hoses 'Thu Semen"
terenita, ageelrIng itching if Pimples,
Eczema mid hikes is relieved ilk, magic
What• glorious feeling to be free Sliefelle Ointment can help Owe you
from the embarrassment and misery the magic glow of health and beauty.
of ugly rashes, eczema, pimples or Reasonably priced at 354. Lame
letter! Pahner's "Skin Success" Oint- economy size containing tom limes
ment gives millions the new pop's- as much only 75d. Satisfaction guarlarity that goes with clear, clean. anteed or your money refunded.
healthy akin.
LOVOUtit COOMPUINJOSI TOO
This &mom Ain medicine conphas head-to-toe protection with
tains eleves important ingredients. the deep-acting foamy medication
combined in a special way to relieve of "Skin Success" Soap. It beautyagonizing itching so troubled skm
Prattles while it fights germs that
can heal ever so much faster.
often aggravate ugly blemishes and
eji There's no longer any need to be perspiration odors . . . makes you
Wsbarned of your skin when inter- mire you're nice to he near. Paimes
nationally faivions Pelmer's "Skim "Skim 9oceses" Soap. Only 254.
INPENOAlllf suaurr 8818 Calf PleRlaCTS INCE tag

• REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE

• DRESS INFORMALLY

• FREE PARKING ON CLUB GROUNDS
• BRING STADIUM CUSHIONS, CAR BLANKETS OR FOLDING CHAIR

Beeardi makes food drinks. That's one reason
that among the thousands of liquor brands in
the world—whiskies. gins, vodkas and the rest—.
Bacardi outrcella every brand but five Have •
Bacardi Highball. You'll enjoy it

DEFENDER
C. Maxwell of New York City,
is president.
EAST TRIGG BAPTIST
Rev. W. Herbert Brewster of
East Trigg Baptist church,
Two Masonic lodges are mak- light Lodge No. 163, both
1189 Trigg, will have it known
Prince Hall Affiliated.
that the order of service on ing plans to celebrate "St.
Sunday is: Sunday School, John's Day" Sunday, June 25 Guest speaker is expected to
9:30 a.m.; Morning Service, 11 at Rock of Ages CME Church. be Rev. D. S. Cunningham.
pastor of Collins Chapel CME
TESTIMONY OF THANKS North Little Rock's Be th ei a.m.; Gospel Treasure Hour The two
lodges are Broad Ave- church.
Thanks for the Holy Bible. AME church and a professor (WLOK), 6 p.m. to 6:45 p.m nue Lodge No. 375
and MoonOther Prince Hall Affiliated
the Enlighten publication
of practical theology at Short. and Education Hour begins at
lodges and Eastern Star ChapThanks for Jesus Christ, this er college in North Little Rock. 8 p.m.
held
Sunday,
June
25,
2
p.m.
ters are urged to attend the celTrUO Foundation.
He is a native of Drew Coun- PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
GREATER MT. MORIAH
ebration, which is open to the
Thanks for the Resurrec- ty, Ark., and has served as The Ministry of "Healing
The
Greater
Mt.
Mori/ill
public.
tion, the Great Demonstra- pastor of churches in Hot arid Miracles" is being manition
Springs, Baton Rouge, La, fested every Sunday night at Baptist church, 1264 Florida,
is
planning
its
Annual
Men's
Thanks for the Holy Ghost. Jackson, Miss.. and Montgom- Pentecostal Temple, 229 S.
Day program Sunday, June 25, CHICKEN TREAT
ery, Ala.
the Divine Visitation.
Wellington. The hour of this 3 p.m. The
principal speaker Members of Mademosille SoRev. Young was president service is 8 p.m. to 9:55. FolThanks for this Clergymen,
of Daniel Payne college, Birm- lowing this service is the Pen- will be the church pastor, Rev. cial club were treated to a
your representation
*fry chicken" dinner during a
Thanks for the Church. the ingham, Ala., from 1948-50, tecostal Hour from 10 to 11 J. W. West.
The guests that will render dinner-business meeting at the
and, prior to that, was assist- p.m.
Spiritual administration.
Thanks for faith, the haze of ant dean of Campbell college The people of the congrega- music will be Mt. Moriah Male home of Mrs. Georgia Larry,
choru s, St. Matthew Male 386-L Butler St. last Sundres
of Jackson, Miss.
salavation
tion are testifying of their
chorus and Shiloh Baptist The next meeting has been
For if we are to be saved, PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
spiritual blessing by the hunMale chorus.
set to be held at the home of
It will be by these elements
The Progressive Baptist dreds. People from all parts
There will be a Fellowship the club's president, Mrs. Dozie
of grace.
church, 394 Vance, will hold of the country are sending
Breakfast
that
same
on
mornTuggle, 1572 Edith at., anVACATION BIBLE SCHOOL its Annual Young People's testimonials to the churc h,
ing. The speaker for that oc- nounces the club's reporter,
Many vacation Bible schools Day Sunday, June 25, 3 p.m. telling of the wonders and micasion is Rev. W. M. Brown. Mrs. Larry.
in the Tri-State have com- The principal speaker will be racles that have occurred in
pleted the first week of their Rev. J. W. Williams, jr., of their lives.
programs. Some schools will Lane Avenue Baptist church.
I was very surprised to see
The Young People's chorus a man walk out of the church
start this week. When the
'Ur{ 110011.1t$ Ltd shrine? I
Summer ends, many children will render the music. Mrs. with his crutches across his
will have received inspiritual. Urma Young is chairman and shoulder last Sunday.
religous education and recrea- H. W. 13 o wen is secretary. This service is conducted by
Rev. 0. C. Collins is pastor.
tion through the school.
the church pastor, Bishop J.
Children seem to appreciate BAPTIST CONGRESS
0. Patterson.
the change from regular school The National Sunday School OAK GROVE
activities and welcome this and Baptist Training Union is
The Evangelist pastor, Rev.
convening in St. Louis, Mo., at J. E. Clark of Oak Grove Misway to start the Summer.
the
Keel
auditorium. Many sionary Baptist church, 183
CHOCOLATE
COCONUT
LEMON
MT. ZION
CARMEL
PLAIN
VANILLA
Mt. Zion CME church, 1108 ministers from the Tri-State Joubert ave., is conducting the
area
are
attending
the meet church annual revival. The
E. College, Union City, Tenn.,
11•••m•
1.11•.,
=NENE..
annum
held its Annual Men's Day which began June 19, and will service begins each night at
culminate
Sunday,
June
7:30
25.
p.m.
program last 'Sunday, 3 p.m.
The principal speaker was The leader of the General Service is also conducted at
Seminar
is
Rev.
Roy
Love
of
11
a.m,
each day. During the
WITH THIS COUPON
Rev. E. L. Simm of Cairo, Ill.
The church's male chorus and Mt. Nebo Baptist church. Sem- first four days of the revival
and
inar
consists
of
approximately
there
have
been
17
converts
guests rendered music.
PURCHASE OF 1 DOZEN RAY'S DONUTS
600
ministers
of
which
the
reand
three
new
members.
The
Rev. L. Mitchell, pastor,
would like to thank everyone nowned Rev. Martin Luther revival will culminate Friday,
Special Rates to Clubs, Churches.
for his service. The church's King is vice president. Dr. 0. June 23. Baptizing will be
women chorus will render a
musical on the first and fifth
Sunday in July at 8 p.m. Music will be from the chorus and
guests. All visitors are welcome.

St John Day At CME Church

By HERBERT L. SUGGS

S.

DO-NUT SHOP

FREE DONUTS with Coupon Below
DOZEN FREE

MR, AND MRS. Harold Routbac Shaw. . . Radiating all
the happiness of love, the
couple who were united in an
outstanding wedding of social
interest throughout the coun•

try, are seen leaving Mississippi Blvd. Christian church,
following the ceremony, last
Saturday evening, June 17.
Following one of Memphis'
most lavish wedding recap-

lions, given by the bride's
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Anton- BAPTIST BROTHERHOOD
The Baptist Brotherhood
io Maceo Walker, the couple
loft for a honeymoon at Ken- Day will be held at Mt. Nebo
tucky Lake, before going to Baptist church, Vance at Lauderdale, Sunday, June 25, 3:45
Chicago where they will
p.m.
make their horn..
Principal speaker for the occasion will be Lt. George W.
Lee. His topic "The High Cost
of Being Sacred." Music will
be rendered by the 100 Male
Voices and other outstanding
Styling and bleaching the guests. 0. J. Armstrong is
The members of the National by the National Science Found- hair was featured
when the Ex- president, W. C. Weathers is
Sorority of Phi Delta Kappa ation. The institute will be celliors
Chapter of the Beau- general chairman.
bid farewell to each other re- conducted July 2 - August 11. ticians Association
held its MINISTERIAL
cently and went their separate Mrs. Mauddean Thompson monthly
clinic at McGinnis Po. ASSOCIATION
ways toward improving them- Seward, mathematics instruc- ro
Shop on Wellington at., last
Rev. Rufus King Young is
selves in their profession. The tor at Lester high school, who
week.
the first Negro president to
organization is composed of toured South America last
Bleaching
was demonstrated head Greater Little Rock Minichool teachers.
summer, is doing advanced
by Mrs. Priscilla Burke, re- isterial Association, a bi-racial
Mrs. Othella Shannon, prin- study in the field of mathe- porter for the chapter. Mrs. Al- group. He was elected by a
cipal of Georgia Avenue school matics here through London ma Morris was the model. 23-8 secret ballot.
is going to study on her mas- university.
President of the organization, Rev. Young, 50, is pastor Of
ter's degree at the University Miss Harry Mae Simons, Mrs. Margaret Pembroke, lecprincipal of Magnolia school,
of Michigan. Miss Cornelia
tured on bleaching and styling.
Sanders, principal of Douglass president of the sorority, was Plans for "Beautician Day,"
chosen
as
the
official
delegate
Elementary, is working on her
scheduled for July 30, at Great- High fashion styl,ing
master's at the University of to represent the club at the er White Stone Baptist church,
superbly tailored
annual Conclave held in CleveIndiana.
were completed.
— at on economy price!
land, Ohio, August 7-11 at the
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
Mrs. Mildred T. Carver, Pick-Carter hotel.
oNtlokm COMPANY
principal of Dunbar Elementary Her alternate is Mrs. MilIA 6 31,
314 SO MAIN ;1was granted a stipend to study dred P. Horne of the same
at the summer institution on school. Other members are free
elementary mathematics at Rut- to attend. Mrs. Lucile H. Brewgers University. New Bruns- er, elementary supervisor, is a
$9.00 PER MONTH
wick. N. J. The grant was made possible attender.
Annual 'Womens
' Day" and
"Fellowship Day" will be cel•
pebrated
at Christ Temple
Church, 907 S. Lauderdale St,,
Buys You A Fin•
on the last Sunday in July, according to an announcement by
the church's reporter, Miss Ruth
Scott.
CH All New Furniture
BOSTON — (UPD—Officials here by Diggory Venn, festi- Church congregations f rom
of the Boston Arts festival val director, at the suggestion Jackson and Brownsville, TenHUGE SELECTIONS
nessee; and Hickman and FulMonday went ahead with plans
COMPLETE — STYLISH
of Rev, Norman J. O'Connor, ton. Ky., are expected to atan
appearance
for
by Negro
tend the celebration, as well as
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
Poet Langston Hughes despite Boston's "Jazz Priest.' Hughes
other guests.
VALUES
threats to picket his perform- will improvise M verse his conGeneral chairman of the celance.
cept of jazz lyrics.
ebration. is Mrs. Anna Willis.
Hughes' scheduled appear- CREATIVE AMERICAN
Mrs. Anna Morris is chairman
Open 9 'Til 9
ance was protested strongly by
of the program. Rev. James
Father O'Connor shrugged off
Free Delivery
a right
wing organization
McElliogott's charges. He said Stewart, Jr„ is the pastor.
known as the "American Instithe poet was a "reputable mam
FURNITURE BY
The loran system, developed
tute" which said the poet was
of letters and a very creative; in World
War II, enables a
"a communist sympathizer and
American."
navigator to fix his position
a danger to the children of
The institute is headed by by measuring the time differBoston."
former
counterspy.
FBI
Herbert
ence betwen the receipt of sigJames A. McElligott of
North Weymouth, an officer Philbrick. McElligott said he nals sent out by two syn- 3574 PARK
FA 4-3767
had
information
which
showed
chronized
radio stations.
Of the organization, said that
admitted
Hughes
communist
if Hughes appears Tuesday
night as scheduled his organi- sympathies in 1953.
zation will have 40 to 50 pick- He charged that the poet
ets at the Boston Public gar- once composed a poem for the
den. He said Hughes' appear- eighth convention of t h e
ance was a misuse of public American Communist Part y.
The poem was entitled, McElfunds.
In /952 Hughes was named ligott said, "Put One More 'S'
with 28 other persons as a in the USA."
communist party member by He also wrote another, enLouis Budenz, a former C o m- titled "Good-bye Christ," acmunist leader. He was invited cording to - McElligott.

Your Church

Can Benefit From
GROUP SAVING OF VALUABLE

Phi Delta Members Take Beauticians
Off For Advanced Study Talk Shop

Quality Stamps!
Inquire at your church about starting
a QUALITY STAMP SAVINGS CLUB. In short
time your church can add comforting

•0

accessories!

CHOIR ROBES

Women's Day
Held At
Christ Temple

155.

Ti::aten To Picket Poet
Imerston Hughes' Show

HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)

JANA PORTER

Yes Madame:
There is always the question — what to serve for dessert with b a rbecu e? Jack
Sprat has the answer — Use
Jack Sprat pastry for tender
tarts, tangy wedges of cheese,
and juicy fruits. Put them all
together with iced or hot mugs
of coffee and you have a wonderful ending to your barbecue
dinner as zestful as the outdoors.
With our pastry recipe use
all of your favorite fruit fillings.
JACK SPRAT TART PASTRY
11
/
4 cups Jack Sprat flour
21
/
4 tablespoons cold water
IN teaspoon salt
/
1
4 cup shortening
Sift Jack Sprat flour and

salt into a mixing bowl. With
a pastryblender, cut in 2-3 of
the shortening until as fine as
meal. Cut in remaining shortening. Sprinkle water over
mixture, mix with a fork tmtil particles cling together.
Pick up in hands; shape into
a ball.
Roll out 1-8 inch thick on a
floured board of pastry cloth.
Cut 12 31 inch circles with a
cookie cutter. Place circles on
cookie, place a round tablespoon of fruit filling in center
of each circle. Shape in squares
or rounds. Bake in very hot
oven 450 degrees F. 14 to 16
minutes.
Just right for barbecue.
Bye for now,
Jane Porter.

•

FLEMING

Park

Cemetery

BEAMINu IN THE spotlight
of the Big Star Talent Show
last week were the above
participants. The show is the
focal point for young people
with talent to get their talent

and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or

across to the public via the
powerful air lanes of WDIA
radio station. Big Star Food
Stores of Memphis and t h •
Mid South continually bring
the listening public a grand

show. Front row are the BTU
Singers from Jerusalem Baptist church. In back row are
Rev. Joseph Jackson, Bennie
Jenkins and Willie A. Peete.
'The show likes particularly, to

spotlight groups such as the
one above, although single
acts are invited. If you think
you can qualify then call the
station and arrange for ILT1
audition.

WIRE

CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

ISA•nsphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Mokos Whet You Ask For And
Creetes W hot You Think Or

The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

INC

4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
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New

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns

•

CASH FOOD STORES

•I

10

•
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•
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Action!

NEWSBOYS
CONTEST!
Three Grand Prizes

*) •

••

The Tri-State
DEFENDER

Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major League Baseball In Action
Plus A Tour Of Historic St. Louis
CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS

Plus Other Valuable
Prizes:

1

TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!

RULES:
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase over
your base.

••4th—ROLLFAST
MIDDLE
WEIGHT
BICYCLE

as the
h single
ou think
call the
for an

5th—LIONEL ELECTRIC TRAIN
6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE
8th—CATCHER'S MITT & BALL
•9th—ROLLFAST ROLLER SKATES
10th -16th—MONEY CHANGERS
AND FLASHLIGHTS

2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27.
3—The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.
6—Employees of the Tri-State Defender and members of their families ar•
ineligible.

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
=MINI

FILL OUT
COUPON
TODAY!

-CLIP AND MAIL-

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Memphis, Tennesse
I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers 0 I would like a route
FIRST NAME
ADDRESS

LAST NAME

MIDDLE
CITY

STATE

ZONE

TELEPHONE

[Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week Of August 27 - September 2.
•f•

AGE

SOY

OREL

I would like my son /daughter to mak* some spending money and get early business training like most of
America's great men.
PARENT AND QUARDIAN
NNOWO

..11111

I A.B.0'

The New.

A.B.C.

Tri-Sfqte Defender

CO A IR K

"Th• South's Independent Weekly"
Home Office: 236 South

Wellington

—

Phone

JA

WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE

SHWOCIICEMONII

6-8397

JOHN H. SENGSTACKE

Publisher
General

WE WW1 Gvc OUI-CA -0ARAIN..ft.ERE AIN'T NO
ROOM TER USfON ACCOUNT 0'YOU...DA JAIL'S FULL 0'
DEM‘FREIDOPA RIDERS'WE'BEEN JAIL P4

Ari

by NAT D WILLIAMS

S.

P.A

SUMP'N ELSE
yet, It provides something of
The City of Memphis and a safety valve at time to let
folk in the Mid-South gen- off steam. Of course, the blowSubscription rate: One rear, eft; six months. 53.50, (2-year spacial Subscription rote $101
erally, certainly owe a land_ off shouldn't be too costly . .
Th. Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
slide vote of thanks to one such as damaging an expenPublished Evers Thursday by the Her Tri-St ot• Publishing Co. Second Class Postag• Paid
sable citizen. Talking about sive Fire Truck or endangersee • Uncle, Act of Marc h 2. 1879
et Memphis, T
the brother in colour who ing other people's lives just
drove that $40,000 Fire De_ because our own "b food is
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
partment pumper several soul- hot".
satisfying blocks before his WELCOME
RELIEF
NATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
flame-dream o el y a a e e was
But it is a welcome relief to
abruptly
cut
off
careening
Avenue
by
2400 So. Michigan
Chicago 16, Illinois
see somebody hereabouts dopolice cars.
Phone — CAlumet 5-2400
ing something irrational other
Everybody in t own who
than going crazy over the race
could and did read the tale of
problem. The race problem has
the coloured man who just
•
been so much with us here
had to drive a fire truck be•
lately until even the raindrops
cause "his blood was hot and
are colored or white.
he
wanted
to
couldn't
cool
off,"
A step in the right direction was made the expressed attitude of "there should be
The newspapers are full of
h e 1 p but experience a conby the Memphis Transit Company's of- no discrimina
tion against qualified Ne- scious or unconscious feeling it. Every other sermon deals
ficials last week when they hired the groes," as stated by Carol Carson,
an of- of relief and understanding with it. Guys put in prayers
iiV•:;-;,(,,'
just splattered all up with it.
first Negro bus driver in the history of ficial of the company.
Vira'se'S,,
sympathy. And that goes for
in hospitals, on t r a in s,
the city.
We hope that the Transit Company both white and Negro citizens, It's
r
oy e/
busses,
planes, underground,
We also believe company officials will see fit to hire as many qualified Ne- Wasn't that a new wrinkle
on
made a wise choice in selecting 29-year- gro drivers as it can, keeping in mind the "Freedom Riding"? And so dif• . . "Colored" . . . all those
_serszeiT4a1
\ye,.
'years and all those signs were
old John L. Smith of 82 Angelus Street number of Negroes who patronize the bus
more or less effective in givto be the first Negro bus driver to start company.
ferIenntthe first place, it's easy
/
ing colored folk a back log of
t understand a guy's almost
the history-making event.
•
Upgrading is always a good incentive
a :::
:
•;.5.,s
'
.
. resistance
and immunity to or- '
overwhelmi
ng desire to drive
We congratulate Memphis Transit au- for any employee. It is also good business.
d nary manufestations of race.
o
a
Department
Fire
vehicle. If j
thorities for taking the initiative to pro.
We are h a p p y that the Memphis
But- the t e m p o picked
up
7
truth were told, there'd
mote a better economic climate for Ne- Transit Company Officials are moving in the
--t//,44 C 26
0 46r•
after 1954 and the Supreme
hardly be found five
men in Court's
. •
groes in Memphis. We are
e in accord with the right direction.
sas
epoch-making decision
.. C,G.; P.
P
7
se:I! ae.
:
,.. ‘
Gi's1)14
...
..0
town who wouldn't have to
on school
desegregation.
confess that one time or other
Since then so much colored
in their lives . . . if they've
has run under the
been in town long . . . they
they bridge on the matter of race.
"How long will you continue groes. The NAACP knows too great changes in job opportuni- had a hankerin' for getting
until one gets dizzier than two
to picket downtown department well the enormous cost in dol- ties for an overwhelming behind the wheel and ringing sparrows
h rowofs s it s
t itend on
n the top
How long will you con- tars and man-hours to continue number of Negroes. The racial the sirens of some emergency
Building
the
g
tinue to sponsor sit-in in Mem- to sponsor pickets and sit-ms. restrictive policies of what is Miele like a Fire Engine, amon the water, in the air. The 1
ulance,
phis?", officials of the local
_
b
v
sjubs.fu
Police
or
Even
car.
traditionally called
whole nation is suffering from
chapter of the National Asso- The people of the Jewish whites-only," and "places-f o r- the first expressed ambition the phobia (madness) called
Faith, the white Gentile and
race.
chillun
was
girl
to
nation For the Advancement
a Mt of
the. Negro will continue to live whites-only" must disappear as of
be a Policeman or Fireman..
of Colored People were asked
Sure, Negroes have had it
in Memphis. And it is the es- such in Memphis if it is to be
- ,-, MAYBE NOT CRAZY
last week.
pressed in on them so long
the "City of Good Abode,"
sence of sheer stupidity for come
i,;
;
So, when that fellow walked
Their reply: "Lintii tne walls them to continue to fight each
and so hard, until they've bew"
.e" a within its grasp.
into that Fire station early come conditioned
._of racial discrimination falls." other. We strongly urge that determining factor will be how
to it. The
:
other day and told the fire- Ion
the
g conditioning period
"Why don't you integrate they come to the
well the above three groups
writers I have never met re- selves, and so have time to
conference
man,on duty that he *anted to slavery
(246 years), and the
ill be able to negotiate now,
quest of me a typewriter, or write long letters to unknown
your eating facilities in your table with the idea that all must will
little
Fire
driving,
a
truck
approximate
money to buy an encyclopedia. celebrities. I always try to
ly
department stores", heads of work out a mutual agreement
some years removed.
not
didn't just have to be crazeURI! . I suppose everyone in what Such correspondents never stop answer such letters at least
with
0 yites a multiNot only should the depart- he
department stores were asked for the benefit of progress
in
"public life" re- to think that most writers have once, and wish I could reply
is termed
He could just have been giv' plicity of signs .....Negro -ment stores permit Negroes to .
several months ago.
Memphis.
to a long Pent Race to the rear", "W h it e ceives a great many letters poor relations with needs more time after time. But it is tilling expression
eat in their restaurants unsegreTheir reply: "We would loose
Freedomfr
strangers.
During my long urgent than typewriters or en- ficult enough to write withom
urge to get in one of them fountain . . . Negro Fountain"
one's
e
d
.
our white customers," came the Public officials of Memphis gated, but they should a 1 a o 7
career as a writer, I must have cyclopedias; or that a writer old friends an relatives,
things and take o
Itmight looking down. The
off
.
have
set
an
example
for
busihire Negro men and women in
reply.
twenty
hus
least
t
e
an
t
tho
in
feed,
d
to
have run him c r a z y if he Riders, New Orleans, Little
ness men, firms and companies. capacities above
might have a family of his own out keeping up long correspon"menial." Ne. To complicate the matter. reclothe, and educate. dences with unknown readers
are being engaged for groes must be given the oppor- hadn't It's probably surpris- et or is; Montgomery, Clinton, such nleattterslea.
_
ligion also became a quasi rea- Negroes
_
_
.
.
were
.
warm
friendly
and
fan
h t- Tenn., Prince Edward, Va., 1 t
how many f o 1 k r i g Students who are preparing in Boston or Bombay or
positions in city government tunity to work
I vanson advanced.
and play as other ing
letters
-ils
from
folks
h
who
a
d
around
here who are going
to write essays on writers oft- couver or Kingston. t just
. . . above the menial capacity. citizens. The
Several
stereotype imag- nuts because of some too long to look back on or look down liked
department
.
.
store
books or poems or enmsseelm
pe
rirter
one has
alo
sto be done, w
f will to
ning
can otcann
e f twortitheintkhethepew
a hleiv
the dizzying and fast-paced
heads said "we are Jews and The Tri-State Defender h a s ine of the Negro must be reurge . ,. . such as heights, have left everybody stories
himself
placed with an imagine which he craving to laugh
we will not make the first stated editorially a number of Many other letters have been them. Sometimes so many ques- So such friendly correspondat a fu with an over-dose of "racemove in that direction without times that Memphis can ill af- adequately portrays him as an
. . . chunk a brick at a itis". And nobody is sure he from people who wanted them- tions are asked that to answer ents sometimes feel aggrieved,
. neral
.
the consent of white Gentile ford to ignore "resource" sim- intricate part of the swiftly hie shot„ .
such a student letter takes an e
. get naked and knows from nothing on the selves to write books or
haetredthe
pt
pirromle
:
t
tevresnariensnuolttedenstw
or stories. and thought thatmsI hour or two.
changing
business men downtown.
times of this age of run down a road . . stand
ply because that "resource"
up matter.
It is time for the department might be found in Negroes.
might
able
guided missiles and inter-planebe
help
to
them to
In the early years of my writ- ly.
in church and cuss . . . or
Used to be all Southern write and to achieve publicastore heads, the white Gentile The Negro
travel."
in
edf
g, when I received
But the most easily offend'
only a few
aid friend husband across the
community 's a
authorities on tion. Numerous communicati
e 1-business men and NAACP of- vast reservoir
Negroes must be given t h e forehead with an old time pok- white folk were
ons such letters a year, they could ed correspondents are those
of "wasted talNegroes and cotton . . . and have been from students writficials to negotiate in the in. ent" straining for
opportunity to build and live a er irion ... or kick little wifey
be answered in detail. But now who not only write letters but
release into
all Negroes were experts on ing papers or thesis on Negro
terest of Memphis and its pm- the rity's
that my mailman leaves some- write books — in manuscript—
economy. Unless all life in Memphis commensurate in her expanding slats . . • or cotton and white folks . • • writers and often
asking
a
great
times
gress.
30 or 40 letters a day in and without a by-your-leave,
with
their
training. We must thumb one's nose at a cop . • .with an occasion
talent is drawn upon and until
al mule many long and involved ques- my mailbox, it is
The white Gentile business- all remaining
stop
top our young men and worn- or stand out on a quiet
no 1 0 n g e r send them to be read and corore.i.
t
s•
'
traditions against
thrown
in.
•
tions.
men must realize that the time Negro
possible to give long and care- mented upon.
employment in all phas- en from running off to cities in dential street at midnight and
Now, nobody knows . . • do
And then there are always fui answers to all who inquire Sometimes
has gone for Memphis to be es, are
a bulky m a is- al
dissolved by the c i t v the north to obtain decent em- holler right loud . . . then run one? (as the late Fats Waller letters from people who
need as to how one wrote this poem, uscript — unsolicited — of MeV
operated
- ployment once they have been off laughing when alarmed oft asked).
by-and -for-the-white government, business
So, it's a welcome money, sometimes to go to that story, or what is the
firms, lamo- perhaps two or three hundred
graduated from high school and householders start turning
Gentile only. Department store bar as well as
in the mind of con
on relief . . . however bizarre, to school, sometimes to get out tivation behind5 each
of the pages 'will come in the mail
heads must come to grip with the public
ege.
lights and reaching for shoot- read of some guy's just say- of jail, sometimes just
at large, Memphis
to eat, leading characters in each book from a completely unknown
the fact that they are blockingeconomy will
This
is can be done if men who ing irons.
ing "To heck with the whole
Many people seem to be un- of fiction, and what is one's person. To read it would take
continue to squanprogress by clinging to a rapid- der a production
have the interest of Memphis, Most of us are g u ill y of cotton-pickin' mess" . .
.
and der the impression that writers theory of writing,
potential no and
a week, and to make a writly dying custom . . . of denying city can
all of its citizens, which some one or other crazy no- taking time out from the over- make a great deal
afford.
of money. In most foreign countries ten comment on it, several
full service to Negro
include
more
held
is
that
or
tion
Negroes
... at heart.
less all agony of efforts to teach Unless a writer is a best seller there
customers It is very difficult to
are students studying hours more. Yet, shortly after
imagine It is time to negotiate to
simply because they are He.
that in abeyance . . . because of black and white to live to- like Frank Yerby or Ernest American writers,
Memphis in the '60s without
and many of its arrival, a complaining letend,
fear of detection, modesty, or gether like fellow human be- Hemmingway, this is not true,
them choose Negro writers. ter will come asking why it has
.
some other frustrating reason ings• Wouldn't it be nice if Most writers. unless they have
Their letters not only seek to not been read and returned,
fo so-called civilized society. there were enough fire trucks a job, live from hand to mouth, find
mission
out about the author, but and you may be accused of beAnd maybe that's just as to go around so all of the folk
I do not have a job. Yet I to find out as well all about the ing unwilling to help unknown
t
h
e
w
e
l
If
l
blood,
.
.
that
something
have
hold
been flattered to receive Negro problem and race rela- writers because you have not
a, ro essor Schlesingcould cool their hot
Federal level, was really a revolution back Inc crazy notions. Anti
er's third volume has a
letters asking me for large tions in the U.S.A. which is a promptly given this one
Now, whatchubet!
rather indeter- both in concept
your
sums of money. One unknown pretty big question.
and in execution.
minate ring this is only fair
IMMEDIATE attention.
woman once wrote requesting
echo of the character of the enough an Though the directive at that time apAnd then there are the let- Oh, well, nobody made me
years he is plied only to defense
that I put her daughter through ters of people who apparently
plants and industrinow describing. The third
go into "public life" and get a
volume, Poli- al firms holding
college.
Sometimes
young
are
not very busy them- lot of mail.
government contracts,
tics of Upheaval, opens with
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the President the notion has since seeped
into the sodespite his mid-term successes
at the zial and political fabric of a
representapolls, baffled and indecisive; it
ends with Live number of states.
him triumphant in every
state of the
The American people are no longer
Union save Maine and Vermont.
frustrated by agitation for justice and
But the line from frustration
to vie- fairness in job opportunities. But Presitory is not a direct or single
one. These dent Roosevelt did not voluntarily initiare years which resist
ate this step. He was high pressured into
the
hand of historians. For all that,formative doing it. He saw
no alternative to the
Professor
Schlesinger has had a very good
try at Negro leaders' insistence on a fair emimposing order on the
welter of events. ployment policy to bolster national
main

Freedom RidersMap New
Dixie Race Bias Tests

**••••••••••••••••••••••••••4 in the United States qualified
to issue a certificate as a
• teacher of Parliamentary Law,
•
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — (UPI) sion.
as approved by Robert's Rules
Student
—The
Non-Violent Lillard said the group is
of Order, the accepted authority
movement announced Monday composed mostly of ministers.
• of parliamentary procedures
that nine "Freedom Riders" Nash, Smith and Swarzchild
• in America as well as Britain,
•
will meet in Atlanta to decide arrived here Saturday for a
• the source of its origin.
on the date for a new test of "workshop in the philosophy
•
•-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••: CALL
bus station facilities at B i r- of non-violence," Lillard said.
TO LIFE
mingham, Alas and Jackson, During this workshop they DON'T BE PUSHED AROUND refreshing,
The most difficult thing about
if not down right
shaping concept is the idea of morale and security in one of
were told "what they can exthe class is unlearning the imRecently I had the privilege interesting
the most Miss.
in the manner he
.second New Deal,
critical hours in the nation's history.
Leo Lillard, spokesman for pert to find in jail." Lillard of listening to a lecture being
proper methods of
upbraided
.me.
He
lashed
out at and participating in orgarndelivered before a group of
The. first was an attempt the
After all America was at war, a.most andthe group, said Timothy N a s h said.
eco.
Leon Smith, Negroes. and
"We go into all details of the men and whmen studying Par- me
.i
nomy. with NRA and AAA as the
. - with dislike that is found rational business and learning
human memory; Henryn
main gigantic engagement in
Swarzchild. white, al1 of trip." Lillard said. "how to liamentary Law. As I
the eyes and voice of one Proper methods.
planning agencies. The second rests
and victory for the Allies was
by no Chicago, left here for Atlanta leave the bus station, how to the class room at Owen entered
on a
college, who has been written-up in
willing acceptance of competitior
A means a certainty. It was total war
The adage which states "the
re- and will be joined by six other purchase tickets and decorum where the course is being taught this column to his ehargin. I
amajority can't be wrong," is
diversity but seeks to reform
the rules quiring total national effort. And the "riders" for the strategy se's- on buses.
by Mrs. Bertie L. DeLyles. I must admit that I was not exnot necessarily true. Because I
of the game to protect the weakest
United States could not afford to have
was handed a leaflet. As I actly pinning a badge of high have
and
experienced being a memcurb the strongest.
a dissident, dissatified minority in
esteem
on
the
young
glanced
at
man
the
who
leaflet,
its
I disbar
r of a majority which has
bosom when the very life of the nation
the subject, along with
covered this advice in bold
This revives the Brandeis
been in violation of Robert's
hostility to
others, in a recent Rules of order many
type. . . ."Don't Let Them Push re
bigness and draws on the budgetary was in grave danger.
•
times.
You Around." This statement treatise.
It was under the stress and imperatechniques of Keynes, the well known
cO2StTS claimed
You might question your
my
attention
immeditive
of
these
We
and controversial economist. This
are continually engaged
circumstances that the Fedneed to acquaint yourself with
disately, so I read further. . . . in the everlasting
struggle of parliamenta
tinction is elaborated at length in what eral FEPC was born and with it a brand
ry procedures. In
Know
"Do
You
How
To
Stand
"Defending
new
Our Rights." As a reply I
era in America's social history was
are perhaps the most persuasive
would say most of us
Up For Your Rights In A journalist, I think I
pages ushered. Why then was this
have a face a dire need
in this fascinating volume,
period in
for the knowMeeting. Or Do You Meekly right to write about
the evolution of the New Deal glossLet Yourself Be Stampeded by places and things. As People, ledge of parliamentary proThough Schlesinger caught the spirit
an
insometime
ed over, is beyond comprehension.
reduces
in
Id,
Parliamentary Tricksters?"
and mood of the Roosevelt era and
—
dividual that young man thinks
the
because most of us are . . . or
Professor Schlesinger had access to
New Deal philosophy, he seems to
I trangressed his rights. So goes will
That
did
it.
.
.
:Previous
to
have
be . . . affiliated with an
44
reading that line I had not the struggle of "Our Rights.'
exerted no diligence toward illuminat- to facts and files to examine and assess
organization before death. Or
critically this important phase of the
decided whether I would enroll Such incidents
ing FDY's personal motives in
me
to
we
will attend some Meeting
caused
issuing
in the class. There and then read with great interest the where we
Those brt ad and sweeping Executive Roosevelt Administration. Perhaps he
will need such
saw nothing of significance in the genesis
I decided this is the class for line in bold type "Don't Let knowledge.
Orders that gave new direction
to of a trend toward racial
me.
recognition and
ThN
em
ow.Pus.h.mY
America's social orientation.
boro
ore
ou aA
utuntd
h.e
The text book we are using
equality. But the Professor, who is now
Now 1 am enrolled in this
"awl gives a good reason you
For instance Executive Order 8802
should
on the staff of the White House, is
to
class' learning how
"Defend in Parliamentary Procedure: know parliamentary law. The
which brought into being the Fair
My Rights." which brings
Em- neither blind nor bias. He may be a sacon The class
is very interesting. text book says: "Parliamentary
ployment Practices Committee at the tim
another
thought.
of inertia.
Without a doubt it is very bene- law is a clear, ringing call to
Recently, a few people have ficiai.
/ hope a greater number a life 'of
system and order in
accused
with the African - American
me of trying to "Push of persons will avail themselves organizations. It is a "first aid"
Them
Around"
and
deny
Institute.
them of
the
an
class
when
assembly in the dienetan
Mrs. De- to
of their rights as individuals.
The participating institu_
resume.; it later this of businens. It t ca c h e s
In the process of telling me they s
/ say,
, later this year Christian
year,
y
time will provide full tuition
common sense and
felt I was encroaching upon
scholarships for its students
their rights, they implied that because the class of which I courtesy. It provides an approvam
member
e
will
ed
terminate
method
from
Africa.
of con d is c t i n g
Funds
provided
I deprived them of their rights
Virginia Union university, will
5.
select and educate by the United States Inter5.
in an orderly. exby publishing an article about July
y
Hampton institute and Saint promising
Africans national administration will fm
young
them in this column. Not only
It is an eight-week course. peditous manner. It ascertains
Paul's college in Virginia in skills needed by their de- nance the students' mainte
did they talk about me in un- taught two hours on Tuesday the will of the majority. It
have joined a co-orainated veloping lands. The program news for living costs: their
complimentary terms, they also and Wednesday evenings. De- enables an assarnhly to transact
program for the education of is being sponsored by the own governments will provide
talked about the Tri-State spite the fact the class is taught business with economy of time,
with order and accuracy."
A f r ican students in this African Scholarship Program the student's transportation to
Defender in terms unbecoming at Owens college, it is not a the
book
country. Harvard university of American Universities, the this country and back, and
a member of the Fourth Estate, part of the college's curriculum.
United College Fund and the administrative costs are being
REFRESHING
has announced.
The class is completely under
I am learning it an I can
Among these few people was direction of Mrs. DeLyles. who defend
The three are among 141 Co-operative African Scholar- met by the United States
myself from
being
ni
SOW BTIOCUIARS LIM THOSE )411.1113."
one young man who was most is one of the very few persons "Pushed Around."
colleges and universities which ship Program, in co-operation feyndations and the institute.
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So What?

Colleges Join Program
To Educate Africans
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Dear Mme Chante: I have to marry a nice lady from the
been a reader of your column South. She can have two or
for a long tune and think it is three children as long as she
a wonderful thing how you've Will make a good wife. Will
helped so many lonely pep- do my very beat to make her
pie. I am $5, single, 6 feet tall, happy- — Clarence Wright, 626
lin lbs., medium brown corn- George Street, Youngstown,
plexIon, a good job and a de. Ohio.
•• •
Pre to correspond with single
ladies between the ages of 24 Dear Mme Chante: I think
and 37 who are interested in the work you are doing in helpmarriage. I eel a Christian gut
'Mg lonely people IA very cornattend church regularly. Prom- mendable. My husband is deek. GLAD'ID...NWT
lft to answer all letters and ceased and in writing in your
exchange photos.—J 0 h n L. column one has the opportunity
SkIt %WW1"LEARNIO
Brooks, 5312 S. Ellis Ave., Chi- to correspond with people far
MN/El
cago, Ill,
and near. I am '37 medium size
•••
brownskin, Creme and Indian
Dear Mme Chante: Being a descent. I desire a husband
constant reader of the Defend- who is a minister in the Holier and your column, I am ness Faith church — no others
writing in hopes that through need apply. I am a National
you I meet a lady who will Evangelist of the Holiness
help me enjoy the better Church; have traveled much.
things of life. 1 am 36. 5 feet, Color does not matter; must
9 inches tall, weigh ItIO lbs., have fair education not over
dark complexion. I am in the 50 years of age. — Evangelist
trucking business, own my Marjorie Brown, 805 S. lodehome here, born and reared in pendence Blvd., 4th fl.,
Sham, Ala., completed two go, illyears of college. I would like
for the lady to be between the
ages of 20 and 40 and she may
have a child. She must not
weigh over 160 lbs, color does
not matter but would like for
her to have a nice personality.
I belong to the Baptist church.Like the movies and all sports.
Please send photo with first—
By ROBERT J. SERLING sicians to advise their patients ness." The committee adds that
The aged — old people with I'll do the same. — Rev. J.
Brown, 257 St. Peter St.,
cardlovior- Arthur
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — not to travel by air, thereby a number of drugs are avail- "well-compensated
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Should you fly when you are depriving the patients of the able to prevent air sickness. It eider and respiratory systems"
of
economical, also points out that some of the should have no trouble.
pregnant, prone to air s i c k- advantages
Mme Chante: I am a
new have a face that would speedy, comfortable and safe sickness is phychological — the
Eyes — some optic operations Dear
transportation
by
air,"
t h e result of fear. For persons involve injection of sir into the divorcee, 38 years old, considstop a clock, or are suffering
looking; Christian.
ailments ranging from tooth report said.
prone to motion sickness, t h e eye chamber. Such patients ered nice
not matter; only
GIVES ADVICE
cavities to heart trouble?
experts recommend flying at should avoid air travel unless Race does
The answer is a qualified The committee gave this spe- night ("to reduce visual stim- the cabin is pressurized to a Christian men trying to ac"yes" from a group of experts cific advice:
ulation"), sitting in a reclin- simulated altitude of not more complish the better things in
technically known as t h e Heart trouble — the commile ing Position, sitting toward the than 5,000 feet because gases life need answer. If interested,
aAerospace Medical Associ- tee holds the theory that "if center of the plane where tur- expand at high altitudes a n d please write. — Miss Theresa
ation Committee on Medical you can walk 100 yards a n d bulence is felt the least, avoid could harm the optic blood ves- Hill, 222 W. Wyoming St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Criteria for Passenger Flying." climb 12 steps without mani- sitting in left side window seats sels.
•• •
It is compoeed of the medical festing symptoms of bad heart." (because most aerial turns are Asthma — should be no
directors of five leading a i r- you can fly. It's always better to the left), and avoid alcohol trouble if the condition can be Dear Mme Chante: I am a
lines, plus experts from t h e if the plane is pressurized.
and/or heavy meals before controlled with medication and woman 47 years old and
Federal Aviation agency, A i r Pregnancy — all airlines ac- flights.
if oxygen is available for would like to meet a sincere
Force and Flying Physicians as- cept pregnant women during Epilepsy — air travel f o r emergency use.
man between 49 and 65. I ant
sociation.
the seventh month of gestation. epileptics is not recommended Jaw fractures — persons
light brownskIn ,5 feet, 2 1-2
who
The committee has published Most of them will fly women unless sedation is given before- have
lbs. Wit
permanent wiring for inches tall, weigh 245
a lengthy report in the current in their eighth month a n d hand and the victim, are ac- fractured jaws
Mary
should not fly answer all letters. —
issue of "Aerospace Medicine." even the ninth month if she companied by a companion unless they are absolutely
cer- Johnson, 342 S. Pulaski Rd.,
It says the following people presents a certificate from her who knows what to do in the tain they won't
Basement, Chicago 24, Ill.
get airsick•
•••
should not sly:
doctor. A study of aborted event of a seizure. Doctors say
Anemia — usually no probbirths
in
1,000
women
travelepileptics are more susceptible lem, but persons with
HOULD NOT FLY
Dear Mme Chante: I am insevere
—Those who have "malodor- ing by air during World War II to conclusive fits in an airplane anemia should have oxygen terested in meeting a young
ous conditions, gross disfigure- revealed "no correlation be- than anywhere else — appar- readily available.
lady between 18 and 20 who
ently because of reduced oxyment or other unpleasant char- tween abortion and flying."
interested in a good
The
committee noted ap- would be
acteristics which might offend Diabetics — no harm in fly- gen and nervous apprehension.
husband. I am 37, 5 feet, 2 1-2
provingly
that
airlines
require
ing, although they should car- Infants — no problem for
fellow passengers."
brownskin,
TUSKEGEE
INSTITUTE, Chess, one of his favorite
Throughout his campaign
basic first aid training and inches tall, dark
—Those who have contagious ry their insulin for immediate any child seven days old or oldweigh 159 lbs. If not sincere, Ala. — The fifth Negro cadet "play" indulgences, is an "egg- for the appointment ("for a
even
instructions
on
emergendiseases or are acutely or crit- use.
er. A baby less than a week old cy birth
Charlanswer.
—
deliveries for flight please do not
Bad , teeth — don't laugh. does not have its respiratory
to enter the U.S. Air Force head" giveaway, and has while I thought I wasn't going
tically ill.
earned Bentley more than to get it."), Bentley had no
attendants. It also emphasized es Bacan, jr., 1414 Eleanor St.,
—Those who can't take care "Aerodontalgia" is a fancy mechanisms firmly established. that
is Bentley Plummer, casual respect among 1 oca 1 contact with state or local
academy
Savannah,
the development of pres- Springfield Park,
of their own physical needs un- word for toothaches caused by Polio patients — the commit- surized
school
high
a
athletic
bright,
chess players.
public oficials, and since the
aircraft has eliminated Ga.
less a suitable attendant accom- decreased barometric pressure tee says it is safe for a polio
• ••
most of the potential medical
Otherwise, Bentley Plum- appointment, has received no
lad of Tuskegee, Alabama.
at high altitudes. The commit- victim to fly
panies them.
provided o n e discomforts. But it pointed out Dear Mme Chante: Would
Known to be the first Negro mer is just a fellow with equal word of congratulations from
behavior tee says aerodontalgia seldom month has elapsed since onset
whose
—Those
that people who aren't quite like to correspond with your
popularity at the Friday night them.
might be disturbing or hag- occurs in a pressurized airliner of the disease; polio is con- sure
from Alabama to enter the
ServiArmed
whether
the
teen hop and the Saturday This bears no portent /4
their physical gentlemen in
ardous to other passengers. cabin, but that people with a sidered noninfectious after the condition
be
academy,
and
believed
to
single,
bemight
be
must
tennis
match.
present prob- ces. They
Bentley. He explains simply
This applies to "difficult a n d lot of cavities or other tooth first five weeks. A special at- lems
should check the airline tweed 29 and 39. Will tell more the first of his race from this HAS CONFIDENCE
that Congressman Diggs was
ailments might be subject to tendant, however,
hadly behaved children."
is suggested. and or their doctor.
He
wears
an
conenter
any
service
admirable
contacted "because I thought
about myself when replying. state to
The committee frankly said some pain.
Color, race and creed do not academy, Bentley has other fidence, yet Bentley, himself, I'd have a better chance by
there have been too many AIR SICKNESS
matter. Please send photo in superlatives that make him a would be the last one to assess writing to him."
"exaggerated" warnings made Air sickness — defined techhimaelf as something of a
Had he failed to get the
first letter. 1 will do likewise.
about air travel for ailing peo- nically as "the effect of linear
general model of excellence.
phenomenon.
appointment this year, Bent—A. B. Linton, 4725 1-2 S. Ellis,
ple,
vertical motion upon the vestibOne of 742 applicants chosen Following a recent "Bentley ley would have re-applied
sound which is written with Chicago 15, III.
"This has caused some phy- uiar organs," or "motion sick- NG ERROR SOUND
Many persons miserticulate two letters.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a from a list of 7,293 promising Plummer Day" celebration of next year. Had he failed
READERS: For my p a m- constant reader of your column boy. nominated by congress- his academy appointment, second time, he would have
the (NG) sound. It should be
Bentley modestly theorized: gone to either Morehouse
noted that (NG) is a single phlet on the speech consonant and know you try your best to men throughout the nation,
"I think a lot more boys in college or Fisk university
sounds, send two stamps and help others through life. I arts
than
younger
sound, although it is written a
is
Bentley, at 17,
this school could do this, but where he has already been
.self-addressed business en- a stogie gentleman of 40, weigh
admitted, since they perhaps don't know it." accepted under an accelerated
with two letters. When a velope to Dr.
Marcus H. 150 lbs, 5 feet, 9 1-2 inches tall, most cadets
speaker says singin' for sing- Boulware, Fla. A. Si M. brownskin; like sports, movies cadets rarely qualify before During the celebration, half Program.
ing, he is not leaving off his University, Box 166, Talla- and reading. Born in the South, graduating from high school. a dozen student groups pre- Bentley's staunchest supporter
raised in the North. Would like
Still in the 11th grade at sented him gifts, and a con- is his mother, Mrs. Gritce E.
(G) but is substituting the (N) hasse, Florida.
vocation was addressed by Plummer, a records librarian,
Tuskegee Institute High School Lt. Col.
sound for the (NG) sound.
Hubert L. Jones, com- who with three you
his acceptwhen
notified
of
It seems that the substimander of Tuskegee Institute's children, attended the school
month, Bentley Air Force
ance last
celebration In Bentley's honor.
ROTC.
tution of(N) for (NG) is made
carried a 3.97 academic averonly in unstressed syllables.
age (out of a possible 4.0).
It is not a question of inability
RUGGED PROGRAM
to form the sound but it is
The rugged cadet program
a bad habit of using the wrong
levies a heavy tax on physical
sound.
stamina and skill, a challenge
As a practice exercise. the
•
Bentley will surely enjoy:
child or aduit should lir'
tall, tailored type, he is an avid
GRADUATING WITH William Larkins and Marion words with the unstressed
tennis player Sc varsity letterDrowning victims are not are males. And only about 2,GREATER distinction from Bacon, both of West Palm participle ending in "ing" and
man) and intramural basketcarefully
Florida A&M university Beach. Not shown: Buford pronouace them
by a long sight just little chil- 400 of the year's 6,400 drownball
ace.
ings happen to persons swimduring the spring commence- Gibson, Sarasota: Edwin then use them in sentences
The academy program is de- dren or showoff teenagers.
ming or playing in the water.
A wARE STATE COI,
ment exercises were Ou•en Elliott, Nesse in Alfred As a second exercise, the
Delaware State college comAnd
most
victims
are
n
o
t
among
signed
develop
to
E $ t•r Stallsworth (left), Evans, Key West, Gwen- children can question each LEGE president, Dr. Luna
mencement. Assistant proFOUR-DAY BINGE
leadership.
But
things
—
when
other
swimming
in
the
water
Oviedo; Barbara Burne y. dolyn R y I as, West Palm other: "What are you doing" I. Mishois, confers the degree
fessor Ulysses Washington is
too, Bentley has a head they fall prey to a killer that The safety man's observaof Doctor of Humane LetTallahassee; Barbara Nelson Beach: Alvin Fridie. Jack- or "Where are you going?"
about to vest President Jen- here,
tions came as the nation was
start.
He is vice president of takes roughly 6,400 lives a year.
Barrett, Winston-Salem, N. sonville, and James FrankThe key to correction of ters on his former employkins with the hood as Dean
busy preparing for Fourth of
the
school's
chapter
of
his
s C.: Marguerite Paige, Clear- lin Williamson, Baker. this sound is teaching that the er, Dr. Martin David JenRomeo C. Henderson looks
The National Safety council July fun. The holiday, which
Society,
a
Honor
National
' water Cecond row, Avalon (rAmu staff photo by Hor- letters (NG) in unstressed kins, president at Morgan
on.
falls on Tuesday this year, will
member of the Student Coun- pointed to those frequently last
syllables stand for a single State college, at the Seth
four days for some persons,
D. Dowdell. Jacksonville; ace Jones. Ir.)
cil, and a stalwart member of twisted facts as two of the one day for others.
misconceptions many persons
the Science Club.
Kt'MRS A DAagilleCr
If, despite all your precaudrowning'.
A typically modest 17-year- have about
.
4)101111311 14041VE
tions over the holiday, a water
old, he is nonetheless extro- Reason the Chicago-based emergency should arise, what
vertive in the best tradition. safety organization, created in does Kuhil recommend you do?
accidents of all
He sings in his school choir; 1913 to prevent
such
—Throw a person struggling
attends church (St. Joseph's kinds, is trying to dispel
in the water anything that will
Catholic) regularly, a is d par- misconceptions:
float—a board, branch, large
ticipates in its programs: and "So no one will be lulled by
false facts into thinking — thermos jug.
in the last two summers. logged
—Or, hold something out to
over the Fourth of July holi300 hours of volunteer service
time in the year— him—an oar, branch, end of a
In the manual arts department day or any
he's in the prime piece of rope, even a sweat
of the Tuskegee VA hospital. that because
of life, or just walking near shirt.
Yet, Bentley quietly insists water, he is in no danger of Rest way to help mike sure
that he is not a "joiner", point- drowning," explained Ralph such emergencies don't occur?
ing out that he dropped several Kuhli, NSC director of Public "By learning to swim." Kuh"play" activities to allow more safety.
li believes. "Even if you're
time for • college math course Kuhli said many grown per- e'edle age, you're certainly not
and an airmanship program sons — nearly 1,500 25-44 years paid danger from drowning—
("for self-improvement"), both of age alone — drown each and neither is it too late for
at Tuskegee Institute.
year. Four out of five victims you to learn to swim," he said.

Tuskegee Lad Brings Rare Honor
To Alabama As Air Force Cadet
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Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
DONALD DUCK

By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
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GLAMOR GIRLS

Try and Stop Me
MERRY MENAGERIE

By Watt Disney
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GLAMOR GIRLS

By BENNETT CER
A SUMMER STOCK company was doing "Springtime for
1-1- Henry- one week, with "Arsenic and Old Lace," featuring Boris Karloff, scheduled for the week following.
In the middle of Act
Two of "Springtime for
Henry," a bat suddenly
whooshed out of the eaves
and brushed the face of
the male lead of "Springtime for Henry." Very
calmly that resourceful
gentleman waved the bat
away and said very
clearly. No, no, you fool!
NEXT week. NEXT
week."
The bat flew away and
the relieved audience applauded madly.
•

g 1161.10ae Fenn,*nen••-•t.Wt,11",...•••••••1.

"A real actreAs must keep reminding hernelf that
the didn't write this tripe."

you

Agnes! ANYTHING to be different!'

•

•

The last remaining -bachelor Orr hi a big °Mee appeared
radiantly one morning •no uegao to page out cigars to all and
sundry. "What's the big idea?" chorused her cohorts. Proudly
she displayed a diamond ring and exulted, "It's R boy rd;
feet
tall and weighs 100 pounds."
•
•
•
r_arl Bandburg defines slang aa "language that takes
off Ns
eiSal, spits on its hands, and goes to work.
MD. by Bennett Cerf. Distributed by King realties. Illyadteeea

'And be careful of the bird's ses—N
.

y

PATRICIA WALKER, HAROLD SHAW
11 MARRIED IN BRILLIANT NUPTIALS

MOTHER AND BRIDE ... A
touching scene takes place as
Miss Walker pins her moth-

FATHER AND BRIDE . ..
seen on the lawns which were
the scene of the fabulous Hareception
inspired
waiian
which feted the young

er's orchid corsage on her
shoulder, before leaving home
for the church.

BRILLIANT NUPTIALS . . .
The brilliant wedding of Miss
Lily Patricia Walker a n d
Harold Roulhac Shaw of Chicago. Ill, was a major social
event of Saturday. June 17,
when at 6:30 p.m. at the Mis•
sissippi B I • d. Christian
church, Memphis, hundreds of
fashionably dressed socialites
witnessed t It • ceremony
which was marked with elegant beauty and simplicity.
The ceremony was performed
by the Rev. Blair T. Hunt.

than nine brilliant pre-wedpastor of the church founded and Lawyer Burke. — also
reby the bride's grandfather. of Chicago. Hollis Price, Her- ding parties. A fabulous
the late Dr. J. E. Walker, man A. Gilliam, Walter Gib- ception was given by t h •
bride's parents. at their home
founder of Universal Life In- son, James Haynes of Louisat 1255 South Parkway East.
surance Company, of which ville, Ky. Assisting as Junior
Hawaiian
blazing
where
bride's
were the
the bride's father, A. Maceo ushers
apWalker. is president. MY. young brother, Antonio Macao torches lighted up the
Shaw is the son of Mr. and Walker, jr. who escorted his proaches to the horn. • n d
Mrs. Lawrence Shaw of Chi- mother to her seat just before back lawns, where • fountain
illcago, Ill. The full bridal par- the wedding began, and Wil- pool with floating water
ty is seen during the cere- liam 0. Speight III. T h • lies, gardenias and daffodils
mony. Serving the groom as stellar wedding drew more carried out more of the yelof the
best man was his brother. than 110 wedding guests from low and white them*
of red
Lawrence Shaw of Chicago: distant points throughout the wedding, with scenes
and groomsmen James Biggs country, and touched off more anthurium.

couple. Miss Walker is seen
with her father, who gave
her in marriage at one of
Memphis most fashionable
weddings.

RINGBEARER AND FLOWER GIRL . . . exhibiting as.
lured composure, Miss Wel.
ker's charming ringbearer
down the aisle. Little Master
just before their entrance
and flower girl duo are seen

PORTRAIT or A BRIDE ...
Miss Lily Patricia Walker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Mace° Walker and
granddaughter of the late Dr.

at the
TOASTED AY PAPENTS... by their parents. Seen
the groom's father
are
left
bask
pair
bridal
happy
The
mother. Mr. LaMTIRICII
In the champagne toasts made • n

"'TIL DEATH DO US PART. . .the sacred marriage vows
of Miss Walker and Mr. Shaw
are repeated for the Rev.
Blair T. Hunt, pastor of Mis-

Stiller, sr. and Mrs. Shaw of
Chicago. Ill., and at the right
of the couple are the bride's

and Mrs. J. E. Walker, and
Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish, Sr.. of
Little Rock, Ark. and the late
Mrs. Lily Johnson Ish. is a
vision of loveliness as she

sissippi Boulevard Christian
Church, founded by the
bride's late grandparents. Dr.
and Mrs. J. E. Walker.

Michael Willis is the son of
Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Willis,
Jr.. and the beautiful little
flower g I r 1 is the brides
young sister. the Little Miss
Harriette Lucille ("Candy")
Walker.

made this formal portrait beneath the oil portrait of her
and her brother, in the draw
ing room of the Walker home
at 1255 South Parkway East.

BRIDE AND MAIDS .. . A
radiant bride, Mrs. Shaw, is
seen with her feminine attendants, whose softly draped
yellow silk organza dresses
and matching accessories were

vividly contrasted by exotic
red anthuriums with long
yellow stamens, flown from
Hawaii for their bouquets.
Left to right are Bridesmaids
Miss Agretta Whittaker. Miss

Mose Yvonne Brooks, Miss
Annette Foster of Nashville.
Tenn., the bride's cousin and
Miss Lulah McEwen, the maid
of honor: Mrs. Alfred Callaway. the former Miss Carole

Ann Letting. now of Carbon
dale, Ill, the bride's coulin:
Miss Myrna Randolph of Ral
timorii, Md., and Miss Nor Walton of Cleveland. Ohi
(All Photos by Ernest With
en)

Chamber Backs HI. Vote Changes
The Illinois Chamber of Commerce has endorsed two
legislative measures which would reduce residence requirements for voting in the state.
One of the measures, introduced in the Senate, would
amend the state constitution to slice six months off the residence requirement which now stands at one year.
The second proposal, a House bill, would lower the residence rule for voting in a presidential election to thirty days.

West BerlinOpen To Red Refugees
BERLIN — (UPI) — West Berlin Mayor Willy &and:
said Monday his city must remain a "harbor of refuge" for
East Germans who flee communism.
He rejected communist demands that the mass flight of
refugees to the west be halted by making West Berlin a socalled free, demilitarized city. The continued flow of East
Germans to the west underlined Brandt's statement.

Says U.S. Headed For Socialism
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI) — Robert Welch, founder
of the John Birch society, said the United States is being
sts
"stampeded" into socialism by the threat of war by Soviet
RECEIVING LINE ...Among posh reception at the Walker mony were Commissioner and
Russia.
the hundreds of wedding home following the care- Mrs. William Farris. M r s.
Welch told a capacity audience in a Milwaukee hotel that
guests who attended f Is
the Soviets posed a "phony" threat and the United States was
being "stampeded into taking more and more measures to convert us into a socialist state."

Farris is seen extending best
wishes to the lovely bride.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
make the U.S. Civil Rights
The Capital Press Club has'Commission a permanent fact.
calledupon President Kennedy finding body; presidential sups
to make a nation-wide speech port for a nation-wide regisii the civil rights crisis in the tration and vote drive;
and the
South. In a message containing enactment
of further-needed
six recommendations to t h e
Chief Executive, the organiza- civil rights legislation in this
tion asked that a televised session of Congress.
"fireside chat" be made "from The club applauded the Presthe citadel of racial eruption, ident for "his remarkable
either in Birmingham or Mont- achievements during his first
100 days in office." It praised
gomery, Ala."
the establishment of the ComThe letter was sent to Mr.
Kennedy upon his return from mittee on Equal Employment
Europe as promised at a meet- Opportunity and the quick tics
ing of the group at the White tion of the Attorney General in
House on May 26. The f ive handling the riots surrounding
the "Freedom Bus Riders" in
other proposals included:
Alabama; but it said to ask
A Presidential Proclamation for
a cessation of the trips now
affirming his support of the would be
"turning back t h e
Supreme Court School Deseg- hands of the freedom
clock on
regation Decision and court which
time is running out."
rulings on inter-state travel, The
press group, which is
with an appeal to all citizens to predominantly
Negro, w a $
respect the law of the land; a founded in
Washington 18 years
White' House Conference on ago. It holds an
annual awards
Civil Rights to which leaders banquet. President
Kennedy
of both races would be invited was asked to
attend this year's,
to work out "practical imple- event; but
expressed his regrets'
mentation of the proclamation." at being unable
to participate.
A request to Congress to

TWO SISTERS
1-8 I. paprika
FOOD SHOP
1-8 5. pepper
2401 Eldridge
1 t. salt
/
1
2 C. mayonnaise
SpOCICIIIiing in
8 hard cooked eggs
FRIED CHICKEN
1-4 cup chopped parsley
52c
with Two Vegetables
MEMPHIS — (UPI) — About 150 men, women and chilWatercress or chicory
STUFFED
OLIVES
dren participated in an anti-segregation "March on Main
Combine first ant ingredients
Street" demonstration here Saturday. causing a number of By MARJORIE L. ULEN Harry Cash and Mrs. A. Prest- Miss Agretta Whittaker a n d
and simmer for ten minutes;
In an impressive summer for- wood of Dallas, Texas.
Miss Walker's maid of honor,
department and drug store restaurants to close
strain and add lemon juice.
temporarily. mal ceremony marked with tra- Mrs. Kelso was a study of Miss Lulah McEwen.
1407 THOMAS
Police reported no incidents. The marchers,
Soften one evelope gelatin
organized by dition, warm sentiment a n d charm in a gorgeous dress of Coming down the aisle a
really
little
very
There's
the Memphis chapter of the National Association
in two tablespoons water for
FINE FOOD
for the Ad- elegant beauty, the wedding of light blue embroidered lace flower girl, looking like a veri- difference
in our summertime
vancement of Colored People, carried placards
and handed ltInts Lily Patricia Walker and over taffeta, sprinkled with table Dresden doll, in a pale nutritional needs and the food five minutes; add tomato juice
and
Cold Beer
mixture and stir until disout pamphlets protesting segregating
Harold Roulhac Shaw was sol- sequins and a matching blue yellow organdy tucked boufeating facilities.
we need in order to be well- solved. Arrange shrimp and
TO
GO
emnized in Saturday evening hat . . Mrs. lab, sr. utterly fant dress, a yellow-bowed
fed during the winter months.
June 17, at the Mississippi devastating in a magnificent headpiece with attached circu- We may need a few less calories olives in a nine inch mold;
gently
tomato
pour in
mixture.
Boulevard Christian Church. short cocktail dress of h o t lar veil, wearing pale yellow in the summer-time, but other
Set in refrigerator and chill.
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — Two
physicians reported The Rev. Blair T. Hunt, pastor pink chiffon and pale pink lace, shoes, little Harriette Lucille than that, our bodies must have Meanwhile, soften two envelSaturday that chlorpropamide, a drug
taken by mouth, is of the church founded by the and wearing a beautiful hat of (Candy) Walker, the bride's lit- the same amount of minerals, opes gelatin in one-half cup
highly useful in controlling mild diabetes
bride's late grandfather, Dr. J dark green leaves and hot pink tle sister, gaily strewed t h e vitamins and proteins to maincold milk for five minutes.
when dosage is held
E. Walker, officiated in the tiny roses.
to safe limits.
bridal path with yellow petals. tain maximum health.
Heat remaining milk; blend
wedding
heralded
one
of
as
the
Followed by the enchanting Little Michael Willis, son of So summer meals should only with gelatin. Cool until slightly
Last year doubt was thrown
on the safety of this oral major social events of the counloveliness of beautiful brides- Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Willis, change in form to give the thick. Cream together cottage
substitute for insulin injections
when reports of a high inci- try.
maids wearing yellow silk or- was the handsome little ring- feeling of coolness or lightness. cheese, paprika, pepper, salt
dence of harmful side effects were
Miss Walker is the daughter ganza dresses, their bell-shaped bearer.
published.
For example, in the winter we and mayonnaise, chop five hard
Now Dr. Geoffrey Walker and
Dr. Laurance W. Kinaell of Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Maceo skirts draped across the front Following
the sacred wed- like hot chocolate; in the summer cooked eggs and add with parreport that the side effects were due
Walker
of
1255
South
Parkway
to excessive dosage. They
ending in extending flat satin ding ceremony which the young it's a chocolate milk shake. sley to cottage cheese mixture.
said chlorpropamide is a highly useful
Macaroni and cheese is a pop- Gradually add gelatin mixture
East, and the granddaughter of bows at the waists at the backs,
drug.
couple pledged their troth, soular dish in the winter; in the heating until fluffy. Pour carethe late Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Wal- the first evidence was seen of
loist Harold Brooks sang a short summer
macaroni is often com- fully over set tomato-shrimp
ker of Memphis, Dr. G. W the exotic Hawaiian note which
refrain of I d a Belle Fire- bined with cheese
at HOME in oos sew agesiestioel
to form a layer. Chill until firm. Unmold
Stanley Ish, Sr., and Little was used at the fabulous restone's
immortal
composition,
salad.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Commerce Secretary
on chicory or watercress. Gar- You eari has.natural-looking straight
Luther Rock and the late Mrs. Lily ception which was to follow im- "If I Could Tell- You," as Rev.
H. Hodges agreed Sunday with a suggestion
the see, way SILKY STRATR
mediately after he ceremony. Hunt held his hands over the The molded salad is another nish with remaining hard- hair
that seat belts Johnson Ish.
way. Your hair stays straight for
way to combine foods to achieve cooked eggs and stuffed olives. wonting,
Mr. Shaw is the son of Mr. Their matching satin pumps and
should be required as standard equipment on
won't go bock even when,
heads of the kneeling couple. a
new automolight, refreshing effect in Makes 8-10 servings.
wet. Easy-to-follow directions foe
and Mrs. Lawrence Shaw, Sr., headpieces of flat organze over
biles.
Hundred of guests were awed warm weather meals. For
professional-like results.
Guide
"A
Eating"
Good
To
the
of
Memphis
and
Chicago,
taffeta bows with circular il- as they approached the stately
Hodges. who drives a sports car equipped with seat
is a service provided for the FON WONINi Gerais fierenoth
belts, The brilliant event drew lusion veils
were perfect foils Walker home on South Park- homemaker who likes to presaid "I absolutely would" recommend them for
pare her meal ahead of time, readers of the Tri-State Defend- eon Mani Plegv4ai Sassed. $125
everyone. socialites from distant cities for the striking bouquets
of red way, to find reserved parking it is a
When asked if they should be required, he replied: "Yes,
er
through the cooperation of
real time save r. It's
I do." in the East, Middle West, Deep anthuriums with long yellow
far the occasion two blocks convenience and
the Memphis Dairy Council. Selma Mt SIM else las • Web fleaossiew
attractive
South and the West Coast.
stamens — flown from Hawaii
A program of nuptial music for the wedding. The flamboy- away . . . and by the blazing appearance make it a popular Mrs. Williams is a teacher of MONEY-41ACK 111UARANTEI
stately Hawaiian torches which buffet dish for both quick Home Economics at Manassas
in *vary package
was played by Mrs. Meryl Glo- antly colored flowers were
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — (UPI) — A young mother,
trel- !it up the lawns and driveway family meals and party enter- high school.
ex- ver at the organ and Harold lised with red satin
ribbons. leading to the formal lawns at taining.
pecting her third child, has fatally stabbed her
husband dur- Brooks as, soloist.
The feminine attendants were the back of the
ing an argument over custody of their children.
home.
Many homemakers like to
Fashionable wedding guests Miss Myrna Randolph
of Balti- It was a magnificent w e d- make fancy molded salads,
Mrs. Ladora McCleary. 21, was charged with first
degree made early arrivals, including more, Md.; Miss Annette Fos- ding, and the community
share
which
isn't difficult but it does
murder in the butcher knife slaying of her husband,
William, the bride's aunt, Mrs. Julian ter, the bride's cousin of Nash- the joy of the Walker family requi re a good deal
of
26. She was scheduled for arraignment Monday.
W.
Kelso;
Mrs.
G.
W.
Stanley
ville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Alfred Calla- over the wedding of their patience. One technique in with new
Now you can enjoy the popularity and admiration that
The couple
Istewith
Ish, Sr. of Little Rock— the way the former Miss
s
had been separated since February.
a lighter, fairer complexion. New Palmer's
Carole charming daughter.
making the fancy congealed
nh
W the secret. This
beauteous wife of the bride's Ann Letting, the bride's cousin
usScure
ccam now conta
mere of that dependable
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw will live salad is to first congeal a thin Improved
grandfather, Dr. and Mrs. G. of Carbondale, Ill.; Miss
bleaching ingredient ... ammoniated mercury, more
Nor- in Chicago, where Mr. Shaw layer of gelatin over the entirel
than
tiny
other
Wading cream on the market. That's
W. Stanley Ish, jr. and their ma Walton of Cleveland.
why It fades ugly sun spots, freckles, and dirkensid
Ohio, will continue graduate study in surface of the mold. To do this.,
WASHINGTON — (UPI)—Senate Democratic Whip Hu- daughter Etta Sue, and M r s. Miss
skin faster then ever. You know It's dependable be.
Moss Yvonne Brooks, Bio-Chemistry.
pour
cause
"Skin Success" Bleach Cream Is compounded
bert H. Humphrey, charging that the United States isn't even Ish's charming mother, M r s.
ture in
the of
by the maker of quality skin care products since 1640.
mold,
hold it mixin a SUCC
some
"e gelatin
"in the race" against communism in Latin America, has de- Claude Barnett of Chicago,
'There's no need to let darkened, blotchy skin cloud
Brooks,E
Ills
of ice water, tipping the'
I"""
your way to the full enjoyment life. Use the cornmanded "some answers" or he won't vote for new foreign Rev. and Mrs. P. M.
mol
from side dpl
to side to coat exIon secret of thousands whoofstep
out on the light
aid proposals.
Miss Ida Mae Walker, Miss
side of life with a creamy, dreamy, fairer look. Get
the entire surface in a uniform,
Palms,'. "Skin ttuoisese Meech Cream
At a recent closed door session of the Senate Foreign re- Jewel Gentry and her mother,
today far a
layer. This prevents the solid I
lovelier complexion tomorrow. Only sac. Satisfactions
Gertrude
GentMrs.
lations committee, Humphrey told the State Department's top
Armstrong.
food from coming in contact i
guaranteed or your money back.
with the mold, and adds a
Latin American official that he won't vote for the program "unMrs.. John Outlaw and Miss
Gerri Major of New York City, More than 1,500 members of social and spiritual areas. Peel- great deal of sparkling beauty.
til I get some answers."
sorority
Kappa
Alpha
are
Alpha
who covered the glittering
tive directions in these areas It is good to remember that
event for Ebony and Jet Mag- expected to congregate in Chi- will be set for the sorority says in the summer a gelatin mold
cago
attend
national
to
e
t
h
azines; Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Isla
may require about one teaSEOUL, Korea — (UPI) — Lee Byung Chul, said to be of Rockford, Ill., the bride's annual convention of the sorori- Dr. Parker.
spoon more gelatin for each
the wealthiest business tycoon in South Korea, has offered aunt and uncle, and their three ty Aug. 13-19, announced Dr. The Alpha Kappa Alpha so- pint of liquid than in the win
Marjorie H. Parker, supreme rority, founded in 1908 at How- en to hold its shape
to give up his whole fortune to revolutionary authorities
at the
if lovely daughters, Mary, Lynn basileus. Headquarters
will be
necessary for Korean reconstruction, it was announced
ard university, Washington, D. table until the last morsel is
Mon- and Beverly; Mrs. L. E. Brown, the Chicago-Sheraton hotel.
day.
consumed.
Mrs. J. B. Martin of Chicago,
C. (the second chapter, Beta,
Here is one of our favorite
The Supreme Council for National Reconstruction (the Ill; Miss Emma Crittenden, Theme of the convention will
was
established
in
Chicago
in
molded salad recipes. The top
be "Assessing the Strengths of
Junta) published the text of a memorandum sent by Lee,
who Mrs. Marie L. Adams; Mr. and Alpha Kappa Alpha
layer
1913),
membership
is a sparkling tomato
has a
of
For Investis now in Japan, to Maj. Gen. Joo II, chairman of the
Mrs. Gerald Howell and daughIllegal
25,000 college trained women, aspic studded with shrimp and
ter, Miss Lynn Marie Howell: ment For Greater Service."
Profiteering Disposal committee.
olives. The other layer comLee, accused of being one of the leading illegal profiteers, Dr. and Mrs. Hollis Price, Mr. Daily discussions will con- with 276 chapters in 36 states
and Mrs. Lawrence Blackmon, cern assessment of the sorority's and the District of Columbia, on bines cottage cheese and hard
was said to be undergoing medical treatment
in a Tokyo
Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite, M r a. strengths in educational, politi- leading college campuses and in cooked eggs — as pretty, fancy
hospital.
cal, economic, organizational, the principal cities of the Unit- and savory as you please.
AND
CHEESE
ed States, as well as a chapter SHRIMP
in Monrovia, Liberia, West Af- SALAD KING
1 1-2 C. b:onato juice
rica.
MIAMI — (UPI) — Fidel Castro said Monday that
more
The sorority emphasizes "high 3 T. chopped onions
than 100,000 Cubans will be "mobilized" to teach a
and
million
scholastic achievement, high 1 T. brown sugar
Cuban illiterates to read and write before the end
t. gait
of the year.
standard
of
moral and ethics, as
His address to 3.800 "alphabetized" former
1 bay leaf
illiterates was
well as sponsors project* in the 2 whole
monitored here from a Cuban-wide cast of the
cloves
government radio
areas
of
health,
education, 2 T. lemon juice
network.
housing
and
provides
welfare,
3 envelopes unflavored gelEXcept for a crack or two at imperialism, Castro
limited
scholarships for study in Ameri- atin
himself to the illiteracy topic for all of his
two hour a n d
other
and
countries,
ca
says Dr. 2 T. water
twenty minute speech.
Parker. She added "the sorority Is lb. shrimp
fosters programs for better 1-4 C. sliced stuffed olives
living standards and equal 2 C. milk
opportunities for all."
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Democrats have a
C. cottage cheese
majority
of nearly 2 to 1 in the Senate, but it has
taken Republican
votes to push through President Kennedy's key
bills this year.
Without the support of a handful of
Republicans, vital
parts of Kennedy's liberal domestic program
would have failad or at leant been crippled in the Senate.

Integrationists Close Tenn. Stores

Patricia Walker, Harold Shaw
Married In Brilliant Nuptials
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New Diabetes Drug Held 'Harmless'

STR;.IGHTEN
YOUR HAIR

Says Auto Seat Belts Necessary

Expectant Mother Slays Mate

ENJOY THE LIGHT SIDE OF LIFE

Says U.S. Lags In Latin America
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OffersWealth ForKorea Rebuilding

its

easy

Plan To Teach Cuba Illiterates

SPIN A DIAL
SPAN THE NATION

Says GOP Bolsters JFK's Program

High Court Upholds RR Worker
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Supreme Court ruled
Monday that the dues of a railroad worker required to join
a union under a union-shop agreement may not be used for
political activities he opposes.
Justice William J. Brennan, jr. wrote the opinion for a
five-man majority. The four other Justices expressed separate
views.

Propose Kennedy, Mr. K. TV Talks
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Alexander Wiley, (RWis.), has proposed worldwide television and radio chats in
which President Kennedy and Soviet Premier Nikita S
Khrushchev would explain their positions.
Wiley said in a Chicago radio broadcast Sunday night that
such talks "could result in better understanding of the respective approaches of east and west on the peace-threatening
problems."

5roptcanna
1331 THOMAS
Featuring:
"The Finest Food The South Has To Offer"

LIVE MUSIC
fOlt YOU, DINING AND DANCING Pt/ASURE

For *Nervations Calf:

JA 6-9949
Mr. and Mn. John Currie, Proprietors

For the fastest Long Distance service at
tge
lowest rates, call station-to-station and dial
the
call yourself. Isn't there some out-of-town
friend or loved one you'd like to call today?
The inside front cover of the new telephone direc•
tory gives complete directions for dialing your
own Long Distance calls. On Page 1 you will find
a list of the most frequently called cities you can
dial direct.
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By LAURENCE MEREDITH had finally decided to federate
LONDON — (UPI) — On and the West Indies federaMay 31 next year Britain's tion came into being in 1956
W eat Indies federation will as a self-governing British
become an independent na- colony. The capital was set up
DENTAL ASSOCTION MEETS qualified staff to direct the
tion within the commonwealth at Port-Of-S p a i n, Trinidad,
The Tennessee Dental Asso- activties at the camp.
and take its place as the 23rd with Barbados-born Sir Gantciation convened in Nashville. The staff will be composed of
country in the Western Hemi- ley Adams as the federal prime
Tenn., on June 6-9. This was the following persons: L. E.
sphere.
minister.
one of the most outstanding Thues, Camp director; Clarence
Colonial Secretary lain MacBut the basic fears over termeetings that has been held in Hunt, program directof: ShelLeod is expected to announce ritorial rights continued. Chief
recent years. Dr. W. R. Bell vie Rose, Water Front director;
details of the federation's new among these was Jamaica't
of Jackson, Tenn., who has John Parrish, jr.. assistant
constitution in the House of obsession that federatior
been very outstanding in civic water front director; Harold
Commons on Monday.
would mean an increase in
affairs was elected president Berry, nature; J. A. Cooke,
Final agreement on the taxation which would underOr the year 1961-62.
First Aid and Safety; King
form the constitution is to mine her government's policy
Mrs. W. R. Bell, the charming Dunlap, jr.. cooking; John
take during the initial years of tax concessions to forelgr
wife of Dr. Bell, who is presi- Barbee, axemanship; Wesley
of independence was reached industrial developers. Jamaident of the National Auxiliary McClure, compass and mapping.
early Saturday at the close of cans believed they would have
was presented a Citizenship
Other staffers will be namedl
a two-week-long conference to carry the main financial
Proclamation and the key to prior to June 25 to fill all of
composed of the chief min- burden of the new federation
the city by the Honorable Ben the key positions -necessary forl
isters of the 10 island govern- with few compensating adWest, Mayor of the city of maintaining a
well-roundedl
ments, the federal prime min- vantages.
Nashville. Mrs. Bell is one camp. The staff will offer all
ister,, and colonial secretary
of the. few to receive this dis- of the outdoors requirements!
both Trinidad and Jamaica
MacLeod and his advisers.
tinction and honor. In giving from Tenderfoot to Eagle fori
feared they would be inunThe
conference
from
the
honor where honor is due, no scouts during the week.
PHI DELTA KAPPA — left are Mesdames Mildred P. sell. Lewis, Dora Todd, Mil- Thompson Seward. Not picstart was a battle of wills be- dated by hordes of job-seeking
finer person could have been HERES AND THEFtES
Members of the Phi Delta Horne, Cornelia Sanders, Lu- dred T. Carver. Lillie Wal- tured are Mesdames Isabelle
tween the three outstanding immigrants from the poorer
selected.
Prof. 0. C. Cole has been a
persodalities a ttending the islands which their delicately
BOY SCOUTS CAMP OPENS patient of the Jackson General Kappa sorority, • National cill• H. Brewer, Harry Mae ker, Mary H. Yarbrough. Greenlee, Frankie Cash, Helbalanced economies could not
conference — Sir Gra n tIe y
Over 200 boys frorn'the West Hospital and Mrs. A. M. Bonds., Professional sorority f o r Simons, president; Othella Covington, Tenn.; and stand- en Baits, Helen Hooks, Anna
teachers, gather for a final Shannon, Ann. Hall Weath- ing from left are Mesdames F. Jones, Eleanor Oglesby, Adams, the federal prime min- absorb.
Tennessee Area Council of the both are home and doing fine.
A previous attempt to draw
farewell before taking off in ers. Seated, back row a r e Beulah M. Williams, Debora Felicia Sartan, Grace K. Tar- ister who is widely respected
J. F. Lane Division will go to
Mrs. F. A. Dobbins is retiring
different directions to improve Mesdames Vivian L. Turner Thompson, Dovie Burnley, dy, Elisabeth Toles and Er- for his integrity; Norman up a constitution which would
mune on June 25 and remain as supervisor of Madison County
Manley, the doctrinaire, as- withstand the cold winds of
themselves in their profes- of Jackson, Tenn.; Lettia Le- Lillian Crowder, Mauddean nestine Martin,
Until July 2, at Camp F. F. after years and years of yeocetic prime minister of Ja- independence broke down dission. Seated at table, f rom titia Poston, Addie Goss, HaMitchell. The number going to men service.
maica; and Dr. Eric Williams, mally in 1959 in its early
mp this year will be the Mrs. Anna L. Cooke, writer
fiery politician, scholar, and etages — before there was any
largest in the history of the of this weekly column and
question of coming to London
prime minister of Trinidad.
division. Last minute prepa- daughter, Elsie are still vacaAnd joined to this clash of with firm proposals.
rations are being made by the tioning in the East. They are
personalities were the conflict- This time a preliminary conunits that will attend. The expected back in Jackson on
ing regional interests of the ference was held in January
Council is furnishing a well- or about July 1.
in Port-Of-Spain, at which
10 groups of islands.
Jamaica at the northern end most of the criteria of nationATLANTA — (UPI) — Sev- of the federation is the 'erg- hood were agreed upon.
eral Negro delegates W.the Na- est island, with a population
When this last conference
tional Junior Chamber of Com- of 1,700.000 — over half that onened in London on May 31,
merce convention registered in of the federation. Jamaica's t h e fundamental divergence
Born at John Gaston Hospital Son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs Mrs. H. C. Evans of 1342 Kan- previously all-white hotels here budget at present pays over of opinion remained between
40 per cent of the federal gov- Adams, who insisted on a tight
Monday without incident.
June 4
Mose Marr of 2953 Hale.
sas.
ernment's expenses.
federation, and those led by
Daughter, Ethelene, to Mr. Daughter, Glend a, to Mr. Son, Steve, to Mr. and Mrs. Officials said Williams JohnFifteen hundred miles to the Manley of Jamaica who deand Mrs. Freddie Jefferson of and Mrs. Willie Springer of John C. Davis of 1651 Harri- son, Negro president of Pennsylvania Jaycees, Stayed at the south lies Trinidad, oil-rich mended a loose federation
637 Orleans.
719 Hazelwood.
son.
with the territories retaining
downtown Dinkier Plaza hotel, and industrialized,
Daughter, Virginia, to Mr. Daughter, Christine, to Mr. Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs. one of
the city's finest. Several Between the two, stretching most of their power.
and
Mrs.
John
A.
Wilks of 854 Aaron Campbell of 2963 Airand Mrs. John E. Ford of 1547
in
a
great
protective
arc across Jamaica argued that indusNegroes stayed at other hotels.
Mason.
Rayburn.
ways.
Mrs. Carling Dinkier, jr., a the Caribbean, lie the seven trial development should reDaughter, Rosalind, to Mr. Jun* 5
Daughter, Diann e, to Mr, hotel official, said each state groups of islands composing main a territorial power. Trill.
and Mrs. Ernest Catehings of Son, Ro nal d, to Mr. and and Mrs. Levi Solomon of 1034
delegation had a right to regis- the Leeward and Windward ichicl wanted it controlled by
Mrs. Orlandis Blakely of 1489 S. Wellington.
1472 Gold.
groups — St. Kitts and Nevis, the federal government.
ter three guests.
Son, Randal, to Mr. and Mrs. Silver.
Montserrat, Antigua, Domin- WANTS CONTROLS
Daughter. Donna, to Mr. and
Chester Johnson of 658 N. 5th. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. James Mrs. Thomas Yancey of 1512
ica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Jamaica also insisted on conWilliam
Nevills
of
2096 Hu- Grenada. And outside the cir- trolling income tax which
Son, Lawrence, to Mr. and Weatherspoon of 1396 Cum- Riverside.
unbert.
Mrs. Lawrence Britt of 699 mings.
cle is the sugar-rich, lone is- der present Jamaican law was
Son. Michael, to Mr. and
S. Dudley,
Daughter. Carolyn, to Mr. Mrs. Ba x ter Lleach of 246 Daughter, Janice, to Mr. and land of Barbados.
closely tied up with her indusDaughter, Pamela, to Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Stewart of Chelsea.
Mrs. Fredrick Rideout of 507 Only Jamaica, Trinidad and trial development policy.
and Mrs. Joe McKinney of 1281 Bruce.
Barbados are financially self- Other unsettled thorny IvesDaughter, lo Mr. and Mrs, Linden.
Son, Calvin. to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Beamon of 885 Mason.
MISS GEORGIA Emma ing clu b, who gave the 1697 Ash.
Daughter, Irma, to Mr. and sufficient. The budget deficits lions were the timing of a
Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr. Morgan Hollowell of 4388 Get- June 7
Thomas (left) and Bernice grants. Miss Thomas will
Mrs. Zecldie Boothe of 1670 of all the other islands are customs union for the federaPierce (right), receive schol- enter Lincoln university of • and Mrs. Manzie Dennis of 853 well.
made up by direct gifts of tion and at what point in the
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs. Gill.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Wash Roman Boyd of 230 Tillman,
arship awards from Mrs. Jefferson City, Mo. and Miss Mississippi.
Son, Gary, to Mr. and Mrs. money from the British ex- future unrestricted immigra.
Son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs. Hopson of 865 S. Fourth.
Ruth Odell Burke, secretary Pierce will attend Memphis
chequer,
which in the past five tion should be allowed beNo. 5.
James Warthy of 194 Pretoria.
John Yarbrough of 2836 Na- Son, Thomas, to Mr. and Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
of the Stitch and Chat Sew - State university.
years have totalled 38 rnilion tween tile islands.
than.
Mrs. Sammy Lee Davis of 277 Mrs. Herman Marsh of 676 F. Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr. West Indies dollars.
Reports during the two-week
and Mrs. William Palmer of
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. Jacoby.
By Ma the West Indies Is- conference indicated that NorGeorgia.
and Mrs. Curtis Sanders of Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Miichael, to Mr. and 2293 Dexter.
lands realized that their paro. man Manley of Jamaica gained
James E. Tucker of 125 E. Mrs. A lber t Hale of 1988 Son, Cecil, to Mr. and Mrs. chial ways were leading only most of his demands, since
781 Hanley.
Willie Seay of 2416 Shasta.
Daughter, Katrina, to Mr. McLemore.
to perpetual colonial rule on both Adams and Dr. Williams
Swift.
and Mrs. Lacy Woods of 227 Daughter, Helen, to Mr. and
British charity. So the idea of realized that if Manley made
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie June 9
Greenlaw.
Mrs. J. W. Swain of 741 Hast- Heaston of 1/26 Argyle.
Son, Vonz el 1, to Mr. and federation began to dominate good his threats to pull JaMr. and Mrs. W. C. "Bill" travel to Pomona, N. Y., where
Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and ings.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Wal- Mrs. Julius Wren of 1100 West Ind ian thinking and melee out of the federation
Weathers of 666 Pontotoc ave., they will visit Mrs. Weathers'
Mrs. Eddie Mosley of 1411 June 6
gradually undermined 300 they could not go it alone and .
ter Martin of 620 N. Third st. James.
left by automobile Sunday for brother and sister-in-law, Dr.
Michigan.
Sort. Alfonzo, to Mr. and
Daughter, Rita, to Mr. and Son, Tank, to Mr. and Mrs. years of isolated island life, the new Caribbean nation.
points East on a two-week va- and Mrs. Charles Lawrence,
Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Elder of 1509 Mc- Mrs. James Renfro of 1590 Harry Robertson of 976
Son,
cation. Accompanying them who are scheduled to sail for
Mc- By 1956 the 10 island groups would be stillborn.
Barton.
Dowell.
were their son, Walter Hall and Europe where Dr. Lawrence Mrs. Melvin Fulton of 2989 Millan.
Olive.
Mt.
Daughter.
Joyce,
and
to
Mr.
June 8
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Samtwo daughters, Letitia and Dil- will attend the International
Son, Antonio, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Archer of 3026 Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. uel Morman of 1817 Castes.
worth. In Brooklyn, N. Y. they Fellowship of
Reconcilation Mrs. Winston Brown of 595 Green.
James Ware of 1651 Preston.
Daughter, Carla, to Mr. and
will be the houseguests of Mrs. Conference in France. Mrs,
Son. Terrence, to Mr. and
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Lawrence Herron of 664
Weathers' brother and sister- Lawrence will go to Edinburg Crump.
Joseph,
Son,
.and
to
Mrs.
Mr
Mrs.
Lo
u
is
Benton
of
3020
Richard Jones of 1550 Mar- Wells.
in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Jeoffcry to attend the 23rd InternationJoseph Weatherly of 1035 N. Tillman cove.
jorie.
Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence.
al Psychiatrist Congress. Their Seventh .
World's Largest Selling Air Conditioner
Son,
Arlander.
to
Mr.
and
I Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jim H. Boyd of 1087 Orleans.
En route they will stop in,two daughters will go to DenPatricia,
Mr.
Daughter,
to
Mrs.
H
omer
Rice
of
1208
Cheyney. Pa., to visit Mrs. mark for six months as exand Mrs. Raymond Ross of Weakley.
Weathers' brother-in-law and change students.
Son, Clayton, to Mr. and
Larry Risby
sister, Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Mos- Walter Hall will return to 3779 Longfellow.
1u17.—•
es.
Brooklyn in time to enroll in
Says,
From Brooklyn they plan to the summer session at Brooklyn college. He is a regular
"Call Me At
student at Kalamazoo college
IMPROVE OR REMODEL YOUR HOME
in Michigan.
No Money Down—Small Monthly Payments
Long or Short Financing Terms Arranged
Only Fedders has M.S.U.
Let Us Improve Your Horne Inside and Outsid•
(More Satisfied Users)
SALISBURY, Southern RhoWhy Not Add To Your Home?
desia — (UPI) — Two groups
Extra Bedroom * Extra Bathroom * Car-Port
of white and colored womFamily Room * Playroom * Patio
en "Freedom Sitters" broke
Up To 36 Mo. To Pay—lst Payment July 20th—towest Team
Front or Side Porc;‘* Den* Larger Kitchen
Friendship Baptist Church
Salisbury's color bar for the
first time by sipping tea and on Vollintine Ave.. observed
Yes, We Handle Unit, Wiring and Init. On One Easy Plan
eating cakes in several all. "Friend's Day" last Sunday.
WE REPAIR AND REPLACE
Featured speaker was Rev. C.
white restaurants.
WINDOWS
—
DOORS
—
FLOORS
—
SCREENS
N. Hamilton of Center Chapel
The women apparently Baptist church in Capleville. He
TURN ATTICS IS BASEP ENTS INTO LIVING QUARTERS
looked so determined that the spoke during the 7:30 p. m.
managers did not hesitate to program.
serve them. The women were The church's pastor, Rev. W.
No Money Needed to Start Improving or Remodeling Plan
part of a "Citizens Against A. Suggs, delivered a special
the Color Bar" campaign or- sermon that morning. Rev. F. R.
ganized by Dr. Terrence Rang- Nelson is pastor emeritus of
er. an African university lec- the church. Chairman of the
WH 8-1016
979 E. Mclemore Ave.
turer.
celebration was Reason Oates.

Atlanta Hotels
Lower Race Bars

Weathers And Family
*Off On Two Week Jaunt
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'Sitters' Dent
•African Bias

BR 6-3986

E. C. Williams Realty Company

1

716

JOHNSON

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES

931 S. Cooper At Young

BR 4-0111

RACING SEASON STARTS
FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 23
Entrance - West End of Track - New Concessions - Areas

MATINEE RACES
Starting Saturday July 1
1:30 p.m Post Time

MATINEE RACES
Starting Saturday July 1
1:30 p.m Post Time
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Golfing With `Lil'

REAL ESTATE DIGEST

19#h17
By
-, Mrs. Cornell

By Jesse L. Williams

Wolfe

Be of the same mind one to- the salesman must learn to ifs-.
ward another, Mind not high ten to the words of his prosMeet our golf doctor, Rob- club. The same Julie Buzbaum
things, but condescend to men pect. He must not try to moert (Bubba) Jeter. He ilt so who lost the playoff for the
of low estate. Be not wise in nopolize the conversation.
dedicated to the game. his championship last month in the
your own conceits. Rom. 12:16. (D) Agreeableness is essential
.
friends say, that he can be rid- Memphis
Here is a synopsis of matters in the voice.
Open used to play
see
et
important to the use of the 4. Telephone courtesy:
golf club golf with Bubba's clubs. He
altelephone for real estate pur- (A) When answering,
se
;boasts of helping Elton Grandea
awingrocnghididow:sdwiinthumgeinpsgtourea:
poses, as especially prepared ways identify yourself by givplay, berry, our champ, when his
child's
the
correct
e)
firm,
or
of
your
commercial
the
name
ing
by P. W Bove,
sgame developed a kink.
Then he will be on his way
training supervisor with the office and then giving your
1 Bubba lives at 2347 Dougpleased.
personal
name.
System.
Bell Telephone
he can be playing with lass with his devoted wife. Mrs.
Or
Concentrate
on
your
face-to-face
For
every
(B)
(A)
1.
you in a foursome and see 'you Alice Jeter. We hope some of
contact that a prospective call. Don't carry on a converattempting to make a shot im. his golfing knowledge will rub
else
im
someone
sation
with
with
a
has
real
estate
of
buyer
properly. He will forget about off on some of our youngsters
real estate salesman, there are your ofice at the same time.
his shot and come over and SD that we can sit back one
eight separate conversations If you have to leave the recorrect yours. This is the man day and enjoy them on TV,
on the telephone. That fact can ceiver off the hook, then make
all golfers go to when they find BS they play in the PGA. It
indicate how important the certain it is not lying on Its
a weakness in their game. could happen, you know, in
telephone is in the real estate side, thus permitting office
They get him to correct their the good ole USA.
converaation to be overheard.
business.
hook, slice, fade or topping
s
(B) About 40 to 50 per cent (C) Keep a pad and pencil
errors.
of all sales made by real es- close at hand at all times.
What ever the complaint, This is not an offer to sell or a
tate people originate with a (131 Have listing record conthe "doctor" always cures the liti.V".`;`,11,ger es'.;`Ileb,";asZ,11
veniently available.
telephone conversation.
pupil. He also takes on new only be wrg2:•or,=,:i.d.! "'2. Primary methods of using (E) When you finish talking,
pupils. You will find him in
aed
pleasantly'
the telephone to promote the say "good-bye'
CAPITOL TRIP — Above of a recent educational tour t h a Smithsonian Institute, Mammoth Cave Hotel for
his clinic Saturday from sun up
s, I
too—reimportant,
—This is
sale of real estate:
group of students from Car- sponsored by the school and The Bureau of Engraving, Jef- lunch and swimming as they
to sun down. He guarantees
ts
(A) To receive incoming in- place the receiver gently and ver high school, Memphis, Mrs. Dorothy Evans, Miss ferson Memorial, Lincoln Me- enjoyed the facilities of Cherhis work.
•
filo
quiries resulting from news- after the prospect has hung pose with the White House, Yvonne Brown, J. L. Outlaw morial, Washington Monu- okee Park. And then, home to
The doctor's started workfirst.
up
paper ads, recommendations,
ing in 1923 at the Memphis
Washington. D.C. in the back- and J. B. Watson, instructors. ment, and other points of in- Memphis.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN:
and other sources.
Country club doing repairs on
ground. The site was but part The group visited the Capitol, terest. They checked in at
New Issue
home,
is
who
him
not,
Let
for
occupant
golf clubs. He started playing
(B) To call
house
of
down
the
pull
less,
premises.
show
in a caddy tournament. He
permission to
won the tournaments five
(C) To save time on followianother man, but let him
one
build
and
diligently
work
years
straight and the officials
calls,
up
decided his game was too good
(D) To solicite new listings.,forhimself. Property is the
Price Per Share
for the caddie outings. Each
(E) For administrative pur-l f uit of labor. Property is desirable. It is a positive good in
year afterward he and three of
poses.
the world. That some should
the best golfers working there
IMPORTANCE OF VOICE:
would play an exhibition.
(A) Speak naturally and in be rich shows that others may
become riCh, and hence is just
The doc 'nas so many troyour normal voice.
phies that he stopped counting
(B) Speak clearly and dis- encouragement to industry
years ago.
tinctly. Above all, avoid talk- and enterprise. Let not him
His first student was George
ing too.fast. Prospects do not who, is houseless pull down
Common Voting Stock
but
let
another,
Trebel,
one of the past presilike to feel that they are be- the house of
build
diligently
and
dents
of the Memphis Country'
him labor
ing rushed into a sale.
This is the time of year
The stock in thus offeri ng to only be.
ine offered to bons tide residents of
(C) Show personal interest. one for himself, thus by ex- when Vacation Bible schools
the State of Tennessee by the Naown
his
that
showing
customample
This means using the
tional Bowling Corporation. Qualified
not
time
because he does
MUSING:
are in progress. Last iwe ek
as 11 dealer in its own securines.
er's name frequently during shall be safe from violence
God tempers the wind withibring every penny. I want to be
CAN YOU USE
Lane Chapel CME church
For fres coos of ormeectus writs
built.
when
additions
conversation.
In
the
mother,
happy,
but
I
want
my
sunshine
the
held- its Vacation Bible school,
MORE
NATIONAL
BOWLING
And the sunshine with the my grandmother. and husband
There was large attendance
•
to be happy. What can I do?
rain
,
CORPORATION
each day. Your scribe served
A.B.
And when the dark clouds
as director. Other workers
•••
d5.$4,0 22 S. Second
se its Pohl Blj
hover
were Mesdames Carolyn GarDear A. B.:
Then the rainbow appears
GROUND FLOOR
eett, Frances Givens, Betty
Name
Your problem is not so much
again.
Rurnett, Dr. 0. L. Cox, J. C.
STERICK BUILDING
•
Address
of a husband-wife relationship
0 House and C. H. Williams
Wtrief 10155 lief rou
Dear Carlotta:
Telesdellet
relationship.
as
family-in-law
GET PdEIERINIIAL
The auxiliaries of the church
I love my husband very You may tell your mother and
SERVICEserved refreshments each day.
I
have
always
been
dearly.
But
grandmother
(tactfully)
to
leave
s
A program was rendered Fri- MISS LUDDIE Banks w a
under the influence of my moNow, with
day and certificates were crowned "Miss Bluff City" by ther and grandmother. Now, your affairs alone.
all due respect to well meanawarded to all who attended. the Bluff City and Shelby he brings most of his money
ing parents and grandparents,
Rev. C. D. McKelvy is pastor Council Junior Council of Civic home, but my mother and probably the easiest way
out
Clubs, of which she is a mem- grandmother nag me all the
of Lane Chapel.
e civieertif,ct ,....
•uhondm•er do/
SAVE
f
of this is not to discuss your
The St. James Baptist her. She was crowned recently
money problems with them.
munittsfuniunflutitifflimumnoimmin
church held its Vacation Bible during a meeting at the A b e
If you did not tell them that
school June 5-9. The week's Scharff Branch YMCA. Miss
he did not give you all the 4$11
work was very successful as Banks is the daughter of Mr.
t
money, they would not know. a.,sebs
, each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
well as very enjoyable. The and Mrs. Cleatha Banks of 307
They may be old fashioned and
theme was. "Living for Jesus." Hewel/e Rd.
not
know
that
men
seldom
hand
By WILLIAM H. HUFF
There was a large attendance
their wives their envelope,
each day. The total enrollment
.'iliiiiiiill
i
alli
11111111
11(111111111111(11111111111111111111111110MIIIIIIIIII1111111111 then meekly ask for cigarette
r...
for the week was 214 which
money.
HOW LONG SHALL
included 200 pupils, 10 teachSo to keep from hurting
WE COOL?
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MRS. MARJORIE STEWART Joyner, asthmal
supervisor of Mine. C. J. Walker Beauty Schools,
was awarded an honorary degree during the
commencement exercises of Bethune-C.00kman
college at Daytona Beach, Fla. The Chicago
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Richard V Moore, left and Dean McMillian.
the degree was an honorary Doctor of Humanities.
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TONwho finished magna
cum lauds in her class at
Southern University. Baton
Rouge, La., received her

KEOKUK
Mrs. L. Sellers of Birmingham, left last week after
spending a month here with
her daughter, Edith, who was
recently married to Mr. Arthur Baker at Bethel AME
church. Rev. M Culpepper
performed the double ring
ceremony.
Mr. Wade Beecham of Decatur, Ill., visited his brother
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Beecham recently.
Mrs. Cecil Clark died early
last Thursday morning. She
sheepskin from the college had been ill for two weeks.
president, Dr. F. G. Clark. Mrs. Clark was a member of
during the university's 47th Pilgrim Rest Baptist church.
commencement exercises.
Rev. W. H. Holmes is pastor.
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LORENZACOLLINS
(right). the lone 1961 graduate of the FAMU college of
law, receives congratulations
from Dean Thomas M. Jenkins during the senior hon-

minium program. Extreme
left is Robert L. Williams.
professor of law, and extreme right is Dr. Leedell
Neyland, professor of history
who was gu•st speaker.

Other students honored were
(left) Edward Rogers. West
Palm Beach: John Due, Indianapolis; Henry Collins,
and Henry
Memphis;
Thompson.
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Hawaii Lures Record Crop of Tourists
With New Hotels, Outer Island Tours
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•• •
(Third and final article on
how to plan a honeymoon in
Europe, the places to visit, the
things to do and how they
can be done on a limited budget.)
•••

HONOLULU — The United and sea larger than Waikiki.
(Editor's Note: Fifth and final article on
how to organize a States in its current effort to The resort will include several
Camping Club, whether it's confined to
your immediate attract tourists from abroad to hotels, a shopping center, yacht
neighborhood and circle of friends, or whether
it includes American shores might well harbor, tennis courts and golf
a national membership. We hope this
series has provided take a lesson from Hawaii. course. This project is now
you with enough information and know-how
to obtain the Tourism has surged ahead of under negotiation • between
best results. Why not giv• it a try?)
sugar and pineapples as its Sheraton Hotels and the land
eading industry.
developers.
IDEAS FOR CLUB ACTIVITIES
No fewer than 293,622 sun
Any number of new hotels
Monaco Underwrites Romance
The success of a club will depend
to a large extent on seekers invaded
Hawaii in now dot the Kona Coast, a fishMonte Carlo offers a south- whether an interesting program for the members is devel- 1960, and tourist
spending soar- ing and water sports mecca,
ern Idyll, with the Riviera oped. There are many activities in which family campers may ed to
$135 million, a growth of on the island of Hawaii. The
stretching away temptingly in participate. The leadership of the club must take
some initia- 20.7 per cent over the previous King Kamehameha Hotel has
both directions. Monaco's pala- tive to ascertain the interests of the
members and then to or- year. If tourism continues to ex- opened its doors, and the famtial hotels are the ultimate in ganize and carry out popular
programs. We are mentioning be- pand at the present rate, Ha- ous Kona Inn has added an
luxury, yet there are modest low a number of activities
which have proved to be popular waii will soon rival Europe annex called Waiaka Lodge.
accommodations, too, and some with family
camping groups. These projects, if properly or- as a travel destination. Pro- The development
very private bungalos right beof resorts
ganized and carried out are bound to appeal
to campers and to jections now point to 600,000 in the Outer Islands is a part
side its beach. Monaoo has a
help them gain greater enjoyment out of
visitors
in
1965,
and
a
full
milcamping.
of
Hawaii's "two way" vaEach prowinter of brilliant carnivals,
ject listed below can probably best be carried
!cation program in which the
out by a sep- lion in 1970.
sports events, opera, theater,
arate committee. At the outset it would be a
tourist
samples the cosmopoligood idea to JET FLIGHT: FIVE HOURS
and spectacles. Its spring and
proceed slowly and not to create too many committees
or Credit for the tourist tide tan high life of Waikiki and
summer are lively with yachtundertake too many projects all at once.
old
the
Hawaiian
charm so typiing, fishing and water fun of
goes, of course, to the climate
PROGRAM COMMITTEE — The Program Committee with
every variety. Fall is ideal for
the thermometer hovering cal of the neighbor islands.
should
be
in
Since
complete
there
is now no hotel
charge of the whole Club program, mak- 'n the 70's throughout the
I rambling on foot in the mounyear.
t tam n timberland. And all year ing broad plans for all activities. This will work weIl in the Another factor is the nearness shortage anywhere in the 50th
State,
beginning
there
is
a wide choice of
stages when membership is small and lactivities are of Hawaii to the mainland with
1 there is the glitter and fascinaccommodations with
limited. As the club grows, committees may be added
prices
ation of the Casino.
to ac- Pan Am Jet Clippers spanning
ranging
from
as
little as ;4 to
complish special projects.
the distance in a mere five
Long an active ally of Cupid,
as
much
as
$32
daily.
The Program Committee should plan off-season meetings hours. Hotels, too, have kept
' the Principality offers honey! mouners a ten per cent discount which may be educational, social or entertaining in charac- pace with the growth of tour- GAME HUNTING
on hotel bills; photographs them ter. These meetings may take place once a month and may .sm, and room capacity has
More and
more "-package
handsomely
without charge; consist of a lecture, a film illustrated with colored slides or a risen 42 per cent in just over tours to the Outer Islands are THOUSANDS OF visitors Head. More than 100 resort dation* under construction to
and invites them to one specta- motion picture film. The subject can be one on science, nature, one year.
being designed for the traveler come annuaily to Waikiki hotels and apartment hotels handle the increasingly sncular performance (opera, sym- camping (equipment and practice), conservation and
travel. It Monolulu has been the tar- who wants to do a bit of ex- Beach, pictured here from the are pictured in this area with thusiastic tourist trade, (Haphony or sports event depend- is possible that a member of the
Club may have an interest I get for the most spectacular ploring off the beaten track. Yacht Harbor to Diamond additional luxury accommo- wait Visitors Bureau Photo)
ing on the season). These cour- Mg lecture to give
with color slides such as an account of a building boom in the islands. Unique for the tourist who does
tesies may be arranged f o r
camping trip. Also if there are any naturalists or scientists who Everywhere, giant new hotel not mind traveling by jeep
JAPAN'S SUBWAYS
t through any hotel manager in
are Club members, they may be able to produce interesting projects, such as the Hawaiian or horseback is a trip through
The oriental love of color exMonte Carlo or through the loVillage,
now
under
Hilton man- Waipio Valley on Hawaii or
cal Government Tourist Bu- talks for club meetings. For other topics outside authorities
tends
even into the Tokyo subagement,
the
Reef,
the
Prin- around Haleakala Crater on
may be obtained as speakers.
reau.
weys, say the Japanese Tourcess Kaiulani and the Drift- Maui.
OUTINGS
AND
RALLIES
Alpine Enchantment
wood apartments are building
ist Association. Much to the'
The Outer Islands have also
Club outings and rallies have been popular both here or adding new wings.
I
Spring, summer, autumn or
J surprise of visiting Americans,
done a good lea) to cater to
a winter, the accessible Alps and in Europe. These should be planned well in advance and a
Other new projects in the visitors with a taste for the
By FRED W. AVENDORPH a short distance is a private the trains are painted pink
have a peculiar enchantment campground should be selected with attractive recreation fa- area include swank new restauwhile their upholstery is red
aquatic sports—fishing, water
k for newlyweds. Their frescoed cilities and which will have sufficient room to receive the rants and shops,
If you are looking for a rest- beach for swimming, a riding plush. Even more surprising,
a $12 million skiing and skin diving. The
• inns drip with balconies made- Club group. An important part of an outing is to provide
suit- Disneyland-type fun park, a charter boats off the Kona ful, hospitable and scenic va- stable and golf course. Also to western tourists, is the
to-order for blissful staring at able activities for the campers.
new capitol building and civic Coast, for example, now numcation spot, located near the within driving distance are sight of a Japanese woman rist river-thread eri valleys. flowery
center. Honolulu Internation- ber 14, all available for tuna,
ing to give her seat to a M20.
I meadows, dark forests and EVALUATION OF EQUIPMENT
heart
of the Wisconsin Dells, several lakes for fishing. Four
Airport, the ninth busiest marlin and other big game fishThis practice is still considered
The evaluation of the different types of camping equip- al,
snow - capped peaks. The Alps
miles
from
Goplana
is
Wisconyou're
going
to
be more than
in the nation and gateway to ing.
good form among the more
a are not as other mounains are. ment, especially the new equipment, can be very helpful to the outer islands, has opened a
MI the islands of Hawaii are welcome at the Goplana Sum- sin Dells with all of the fee- conservative Japanese.
t Despite the diamond brilliance campers. This can be done by: (I) Placing articles and photo- new hotel and renovated its
lures for sightseeing and boat
f of their snow and ice, despite graphs in the Club bulletin. (2) Staging shows and
exhibitions facilities. Jet service, inciden- from one-half to one hour's mer Resort.
RAIL PASSENGERS
the stark grandeur and fanged of camping equipment with or
Hospitality and friendliness cruises.
without the aid of local camp- tally, has just been opened be- commuting distance from Honot' contortions with which their
More than 500,000 railway
lulu International Airport by is the strict
ing dealers. (3) Organizing meetings, classes or workshops tween Honolulu and the
policy
of
Goplana
A
FAMILY
HAVEN
Is- two scheduled inter-island
g crests bite the sky, their valpassengers enter or leave New
airfor
the
purpose
instructing
of
campers
new
various
in
phases
ands.
leys have a certain coziness
lines, Honolulu itself is five resort because the owners, Mr. Facilities include the house- York City each day through the
The hotel building boom has
a bred of picture-modest inns and of camping including use and functions of equipment. Certain
hours from the West Coast of and Mrs. M. B. Frenkiel, na- keeping plan for families. Grand Central station a n d
h sumptuous resort hoteLs g a y clubs, schools and colleges have conducted classes and work- not been restricted to Waikiki
tives of Poland, have never Guests can
o with life and color. Truly, these shops with great success. They are preferably scheduled dur- or the area around Honolulu. the United States via Pan
do their own cook- Pennsylvania terminal.
American Airways at a round- known the meaning of — nor
C benign mountains seem to shel- ing the offseason and can be of great assistance to the new Accommodations are springing trip
ing in a modern and fully
fare of $338 first class and been able to accept the Ameri1, ter man as other ranges do not. camper in instructing him on the use of equipment and good up in such scenically different
can ways and customs of rac- equipped kitchen and a beauti1$266 Economy.
resort islands as Kauai, Mauil___
t
A couple staying at Chamo- practices in camping.
ial bias. They came to this ful dining room with all the
P nix or in the Swiss Valais can, CAMPGROUND
the
and
big
island
of
Hawaii,
S
country several years ago after conveniences of home. One air1. in daylong excursions, explore
Today, parts of these islands
leaving behind them the hor- conditioned cottage is available
A campground committee might have two main functions: remain untouched
bits of France, Switzerland and
by human,j
rible memories of World War which will accommodate six I
I Italy. If they stay in Bavaria (1) To obtain information on all camping areas within a radius hand, foot or snorkle, and!
II Their country was seized people, also with facilities for
or the Tyrol, they can "do" of say one hundred and fifty to two hundred miles. (2) To es- there are miles and miles ohj
by the Nazi and they, along cooking.
some of both Germany and Au- tablish or arrange for a Club campground where members virgin beach to delight piowith thousands of others exstria; if in Carinthia or near may go for weekends and summer vacations.
For those wishing to include
neers, hermits and beachcomBled, they can combine both
perienced the brutalities and meal service the American
Data on campgrounds in the general area will be useful bers who want to get away
Austria and Yugcxlavia. In such to members. This
ravages of war which was in- Plan is available at reasoninformation may be obtained from guide from it all.
Send now
4 resort cities as Linz or Corina books
flicted upon them by the Ger- able rates. The food is super- illustrated ler your free copy of this
The day is not far off, howas well as from members who have visited nearby campbrochure,wrth details of
I'Ampezzo, Italy and Austria
man powers.
vised and prepared most of our famous 12 and 16-day escorted
grounds a n d they could be asked to fill out forms giving ever, when these outer islands
may be combineds and so on. In.
Luxury
The
Frenkielsj
Tours
were
will
to Calrfornra and
the
come
their
among
into
by
time
own
as
Mrs.
requisite
the
Frenkiel,
data. In addition to factual data on the facilities,
an
alt of these "honeymoon suited".
the fortunates able to flee Pol- expert cook who loves to intro- Canadian Rockies al a coal that
/tress, even the ski lifts are members could make remarks on the genera/ attractiveness flourishing resorts. Kauai, the
soothes
your
budget. tv. Chicago
and and continue life in Amer- duce special Polish dishes and!
I usually built for two and in of the campground and surroundings, the cleanline,ss a n d Garden Island, setting for the
July 1-5-n-29; Aug. t-12-19.
ica. They left bitterness behind pastries to her guests. As for
( some of the more modest spots • quality of the facilities. A file could be maintained for the filming of "South Pacific," is
WELCOME TRAVEL SERVICE
them and began life anew in portions served at all meals, it 4431 SOUTH Mall,CHICAGO. ItUNGIS
1 costs are so low that the new benefit of members to aid them in planning camping trips. now completing a multi-million
America, seeking a friendship requires a great amount of will
couple may well be tempted
The Club may wish to have a campground of its own dollar luxury hotel called HanPlantation
alei
overlooking
with people not on a selective power to keep from being car1 to believe that two can, actual- for members. This
need not be an expensive operation, for it
crescent-shaped Hanalei Bay.
ly, live cheaper than one!
racial basis hut with anyone ried from the table. To be more
may be possible to lease an attractive area. In picking out a
The hostelry will feature guest
Romantic Beautyspots
willing to offer the hand of specific, you can eat 1111 you
camping area be sure to check several important points:
cottages of lava rock, and two
warmth and kindness.
t
Europe's roster of "ideal"
can hold.
1. Recreation opportunities — lake, stream, hiking trails, cable cars to transport guests
1 honeymoon spots is well-nigh
When you visit Goplana you
me ACRES OF WOODLAND
1 inexhaustible. Venice, with its open field for games 2. Good, well-drained terrain for camp- from the cocktail terrace to the
GOPLANA RESORT
A few years ago the Frenk- may enter as a guest but you
singing gondoliers and moonlit sites. 3. Water supply. 4. Good access roads. 5. Absence of in- beach.
Air-condoioned roorns with both. Priiels invested in 200 acres of leave as a friend. The Frenk- vate beach, golf course, riding
j 3rand Canal; the Amalfi Drive; sects. 6. Shade trees. 7. If there is a farmer or other person re- HOTEL RATES
horses
$4 A DAY
leis radiate friendship and hosscenic forest in the Wisconsin
Sicilian Taormina and ancient siding on the property, this will be useful, for he may be able
and fishing nearby. Rotes include
Polpu Beach on the southern
Dells area. They visualized pitality. For information and meals or housekeeping facilities.
Florence are all classic honey- to guard Club property against theft or damage.
moon centers. More recently,
their home on this property as reservations write to M. B. Playground for children. Only three
Lands may be rented or purchased from farmers or other tip of Kauai has several new
1
the trend has been to Mediter- property owners. In connection with leases it may be fruitful hotels, and a plush 100-room
something they could offer to Frenkiel Goplana Summer Re- 13 miles from Dells.
FOR RESERVATIONS
sort. Route 2, Wisconsin Dells,
ranean islands such . as Capri, to talk with local, state and national representatives of goy. inn, the Waiohai, is rising on THE HAWAIIAN beauty is others seeking an escape
from
Welcom• Travel Service
the white sands. Kauai Surf, Usually shown displaying her
Ischia, Sardinia, Corsica, Majorthe city for a vacation. With- Wisconsin or call Wisconsin
ernment about special use "lease" permits. Such an arrang- an
DAnube 6-1800
Inter-Island resort, is plan- Hula talents
, ca and Ibiza, to the tabled
in grass skirt out destroying the homey at- Dells 3-3164, In Chicago conMR I. FRENKIE1
j islands of Greece. and to the. m€nt is possible on lands of the U.S. Forest Service (Depart- fling additions, and another or sarong. Actually
tact the Defender Travel EdIs
she
mosphere
the
house
was
Agriculture)
lands,
ment
regovernment
of
and also on other
HUmboldt 9-2919
hostelry at Kalapaki beach is
bargain-priced seaside resorts.
itor at DAnube 6-1800.
equally
talented
displayin
modeled
include
to
a
dining,
of Spain, such as the s u n-• Federal permit fees are usually nominal for non-profit or- building cottages on the slopes
ing her charm and grace at- room
and individual • guest
4 drenched Costa Brava Stiges ganizations
above the harbor.
tired in formal, business or rooms with bath and air eonMalaga, and the Casts del Sol. BULLETIN
One of the most extensive
1 Equally delightful, and InezThe publishing of a bulletin is a most important activity seaside colonies of all is going play clothes and is just as j ditioning.
pensive, arc the beach resorts for a club. Even if at first it is only put out by mimeograph. up on the island of Maui near adapted to modern customs j On the grounds are a volley
of sunny Portugal, just a few a bulletin should be planned. It will serve to keep members the village of Lahaina, once In business and social life 'hall court, shuffleboard, table
Its easier — faster — snore convenient —
as her western counterpart
i hours by nonstop plane from interested
tennis and horseshoes. Within
in the Club and its activities and contact with the the capital of the old Hawaiian
when you loove the details in expert kends I
the U.S. And for those who
The project, estimat
ership ran thus be maintained.
exotic entire Club membership
wish for a particularly
Whether you're headed for Indian•poll• or lndia,
ed at a cost of close to 36 mil
I locale, there is Yugoslavia's IT'S YOUR CLUB
your trip preparations go faster when they're handled by an
dollars, is rising onolCaana
i
When the chips are down, any club is what the members lion
expert travel service, ouch as WELCOME. We know all the
famed Dalmatian Coast where
beach, a sweep
sand
right planes, trains. busses, boate to at your convenience but
Oro
, Roman emperors once vacation, make it If you have live wire committee chairmen, half j Pall
and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your ed in their sumptuous villas, the baffle of a good program is won. The intelligent program- I
hotel morn at your destination. Thus, you save time --and
. For less than $5 round-trip, a ming of popular events will be a positive factor in holding
you're surr.
. souple may explore this coast the interest of members and in gaining new members. CampExperienced travelers regularly depend on Travel Agency
The combined offices of
aboard trim white steamers
service. South Side business and professional leaden --men
ing Council stands ready to help you make your club a sucwhnee names you know have been "leaving the details to
the Chicago Defender Pubwhich ply the Adriatic between
WELCOME," for the past four year..
lic Service Bureau a n d
Rijeka and Dubrovnik. Stop- cess.
We've arranged round-the-world personal tours and delivered the
. over! are permitted at any of
Travel Agency will help you
tickets
for
a two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken happy hundreds on
the enchanting ports along the
get more pleasure and satWELCOME -arranged group tours, with every detail of comfort and
way and at most of them hotel
isfaction out of any trips
convenience expertly handled to make travel a plea/lure not • task.
rooms with meals are available
or vacations
WEIA'OME aervice is complete. We are in contact with fine
for a mere $5.00 per day.
and resorts all over the world -know where you can go for thehotels
Our services are FREE for
moat
fun,
with the least bother, on your budget. Check this list of our
Yes, Europe offers literally
readers desiring informaregular services:
thousands of romantic locales,
tion and travel literature,
that can make a honeymoon
airline, rail, steamship and
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • BUS
particularly memorable. Your
bus tickets and hotel acTICKETS • SNIP TICKETS • HOTEt C RESORT
travel agent or any of the ofcorn modations.
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
ficial tourist information ofFor complete Information
TRIP A TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
fices maintained by most Euroon how to plan your vacaDon't fight Loop parking and traffie congestion
pean countries in New York
drop in at ear
tion with the least bother
Sutherland Hotel lobby office, or phone, for all the facts and counsel
and other U.S. cities can colon your budget, visit, write
you
need.
Then
up
your
pick
tickets
juat
as
handily
Let
WELCOME,
laborate with Cupid and help
take the trouble out oftravel!
or phone the Travel Bureau
'select the place and the setting
Public
Ser.
in the Defender
^
WELCOME
that is just right for you.
vice Bureau, 2400 S. MichiHonolulu's Waikiki Beach.
HAWAII Is best known for
TRAVEL SERVICE
Chicago
16,
.44C
Ill..
604-:
Ave..
gan
:
RIVER LENGTH
its tropical settings, a n d
Defender Court
United Airlines operates 32
DAnube 6-1800. For maps
The Colorado River in Den- neighboring islands. One of
2400 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
routings.
please
between
every
Hawaii
motor
and
week
ver is 1,450 miles long, one of the best known hotels in the
CHICAGO. IttINOIS
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Funeral Held For
Thornton Reed

Letters
To The Editor

Funeral service for Thornton Homer K. Jones, a public acReed of 7081 Winchester Rd., countant in Memphis, Dr. I.
Honorible Attorney General
might have been a directive to
Germantown, Tenn., was con- E. Clark of Forrest Hill and
Robert F. Kennedy
those states concerned to producted at Macedonia Church of the late Sheriff Lon Collis of
Department of Justice
tect the rights of the Freedom.
Christ in Capleville, last Germantown.
Washington, D. C.
Riders.
Thursday morning. Interment Born to Mr. and Mrs. Eli
Dear Sir:
"We agree that this type of
followed in New Bethel Cerne. Reed, he became a skilled dog
"We take this privilege to mob violence on the part of
tery in Germantown under di- trainer, dairyman and artful at
congratulate you upon your Southern Whites might have
rection of Southern Funeral barbecuing, despite the fact
forthright stand in the "Free- embarrassed the President durHome. Delivering the eulogy that he w a s unable to attain
dom March" controversy in ing his overseas tour, but it is.
was Elder Paul Seattle of more than four years in schoolbetter that presidents be emAlabama.
Houston, Texas. Officiating was He was first married to the
"It is indeed gratifying to barrassed now than later, if it
Elder E. Lane. Others partici- late Mrs. Ellen Roberts Reed
know that our Federal Govern- means no more than sacrificing
pating were Elders R ober t in 1908. To them were born
pride
for
the
elimination
of
ment is willing to take a stand
Bonds, M.A. Hull.
five children. In 1928 he marracial
segregation
and
bigotry
for right in these perilous times,
Mr. Reed, the last of a pi- ried the former Miss Mary Genwhen it seems that most peo- in America.
oneer family in Germantown, try. To them were born nine
ple are not quite sure what is "Furthermore, the President
died at his home June 11 at children. Also they were the
implied that he would eliminate
.right and what is wrong.
the age of 81. He had been in parents of a foster son, as well
racial
segregation
with
a
1` "It is also good to know that
NAACP
Youth Council failing health since 1952, the as a stepdaughter.
cation sponsored school out'stroke
of
the
pen'
when
and
Jim Crow practices of Fairy.
if
TAKING A STAND—Mem..The Constitutional Rights of all
same year he campaigned local- Mr. Reed became a member
he were elected president.
ing there. NAACP youth proPresident Gloria Newton
land Amusement Park, largbers of the NAACP's Kan/pen will now be protected by
ly for the election of Dwight of the Church of Christ in 1914.
con- said demonstrations will go
"Now
Mr. Attorney General sas City. Mo., youth countested
but the Board
est in the city. Negroes are
iethe Federal Government in acD. Eisenhower as president of He became an elder in h I
the Negro did not establish segits plans. Youth then
on.
tinued
facilities
once
allowed
its
s
cil
were
arrested
recently
ittions of mob violence.
the U.S. In 1956 he suffered church, and helped to organize
regation based on race in this f or demonstrating against weekly. Local Board of Edu- Picketed Board of Eudcation.
7 "Mr. Attorney we believe country nor was he
his
first
attack,
caused
by
"hardthe cause of
the following churches: Monsar*ihat we are expressing the seri- mob violence in
ening of arteries." He suffered ratt and Silverage
Alabama. It
Avenue; LauIran. There is a country char;iments of people everywhere might well be said
about five attacks, which left derdale and Iowa
that the.
and a church
acterized by all what Plagues him
oknd particularly here in Ten- same bigotry bred
paralyzed
just
before
his
by segregain Germantown.
nations.
It
underdeveloped
"lessee when we urge you 'con- tion in the white race was
death.
the
Among survivors are h I s
needs hard work and a lot of
etinue to support and defend the direct cause of those
blinding
money Cr, raise the standard of lteve many years in civic, wife, Mrs. Mary Reed, five
rights of the Freedom Riders.' acts of violence.
political
and
religious
activities,
its people and to achieve nadaughters, Mrs. Melvina Moses
We cannot wholeheartedly "Governor
Patterson and his
tional welfare. But Iran is com- he admired George W. Lee as a of Union City, Tenn.; M r s.
agree that the Freedom Riders official family further
Latin America — Brazil. Mexi- in this conference. Neither the mitted to spend most of its in- "brave and strong Republican." Norma J. Ingram
By DAVID BISHAI
inof New Port
ahould postpone their activities flamed this undemocratic mob
U.S. nor the Soviet Union can come on maintaining alarge Respected by both white and
co and Cuba.
United Press International
News, Va.; MI's. Miley Johni!iintil things 'cool off.'
action by adding fuel to the
Negro citizens in Germantown, kan, Mrs.
at- afford to ignore it."
declined
to
Venezuela
army
and
is
committed
by
a
Lavorn Hooker and
a "Negroes now feel that the
CAIRO — (UPI) — Afroflames.
preparatory commit- The conference also aims at defense pact with the U.S. to he counted among his friends, Mrs. Shirley Wade,
States and Federal government ''Mr. Attorney General we Asian diplomats here believe tend the
all of Memluring small committed nations repel any possible attack from
meeting
But
diplomatic
tee
phis;
two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Ilbwe them the same respect hope you will pass this bit of
positive neutrality will have sources said this did not rule into becoming uncommitted. Russia.
Flora
M.
gnd protection of the law that information on to the President
Boyd and Mrs. Mildred
non- out Venezuela's participation in Nasser and Guinean President
"But suppose Russia attacks
Cole of Memphis; three sons,
Others are attributed. Until this of the United States and all scored a major gain if
Sekou Toure said it openly in
the conference itself.
countries
join
European
Iran.
The
aligned
U.S.
then
would
inJames
Is done there shouldn't be any others concerned.
Reed of Germantown,
their communique following
Edwin Reed and Arthur Reed
the proposed summit confer- Agenda for the conference Toure's visit to the UAR last tervene to defend its ally and
let-up or 'cooling-off!' We did
Signed:
includes:
we
would
have
a
world
war.
of
not cool off in Germany and
Chicago, and a foster son,
ence of uncommitted nations.
Yours truly,
I. The world situation and month.
"And in a world war, everyHugh V. Roberts, sr.:nine
the Pacific until freedom was
Memphis dr Shelby CounThe conference was initiated how to ease international ten". . . Contacts and consulta- body is going to get it—aligned
'on. Why should we postpone
grandchildren, six great-grandty Tennessee Voters Asso- by President Gamal Abdel Nastions among the non-aligned or non-aligned. That is what
sion.
any action for first class citichildren.
ciation, Inc.
ser of the United Arab Repub- 2. Disarmament and banning nations are indispensable for we are trying to prevent."
tenship in Alabama and MisEliehue Stanback, Pres.
lic and President -Tito of Yu- nuclear testing.
the reinforcement of universal
He said the non-aligned nakissippi now before we are sure
0. Z. Evers, chairman of goslavia. They were joined la3.
Total decolonization of peace and for the expansion of tions form the "Buffer Zone"
that we have our equal rights?
the board
AGENTS WANTED
ter by India's Prime Minister countries still under foreign oc- non-aligned countries so as to
between the eastern and west"Instead of an appeal to the
Mrs. Evergreen Caldwell, Jawaharlal Nehru and Indoneembrace the largest possible ern blocs.
cupation.
10
MEN
10 WOMEN
Freedom Riders to 'cool off' it
secretary.
sian President Sukarno.
4. Cooperation among the number of the countries of the But Afro Asian diplomats
adApply
A preparatory committee as- non-aligned
countries in all world."
mit it would be "quite diffisembled in Cairo last week to fields. One African diplomat
PUMP PRODUCTS
The
African diplomat ela- cult" to lure many countries
decide the time, place and agen- said, "there will be more than
borated:
to drop their alliances for the
491 South Main Street
da for the conference. Partici- 800 million people represented
"Let us take for example. sake of non
-alignment.
THORNTON REED
pants included eight Asian, nine
— -African and three Latin Amer-

Afro-Asian Diplomats Try To Lure
Free European Nations To Summit

te
11Y asS. (Ha-
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countries

addition

in
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the four initiators.
committee

preparatory

The

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — too distant past, the only also discussed whether to inThe first Negro cardinal of the schools in tropical Africa were vite non - aligned European
Roman Catholic church said those built and run by mis- countries, such as Sweden, Finsionaries."
land, Ireland and Austria. InviMonday Christianity is "the
Also, he said, Christianity tations to Bolivia and Ecuador
most precious thing that Afri- has "liberated Africa from in South America also were
ca has received from the west." centuries-old servitude of su- considered.
Laurian Cardinal Rugam- perstitious fear and practice;" "These nations are not alignbwa of Tanganyika told a has "communicated to ed to any bloc," one Asian dipNational Press Club luncheon Africa a knowledge of and re- lomat said. "Their votes in the
that the spread of Christian spect for the basic human UN are consistent with a neuInfluence in Central Africa rights of the individual" and tralist policy. There is no readuring the past half-century has given to Africa a concern son why they should not take
"has been fantastic."
for the whole man, not mere- a more active role in working
As late as 1907, he said, ly his spiritual and moral wel- for a lasting world peace.
"With these countries jointhere were only 750,000 Cath- fare, but his physical, ecoolics in Africa, "and today the nomic and social welfare as ing in, positive neutrality
would have eliminated t h e
20 million mark has been well."
passed."
Although Africa is deeply general belief that it is strict"The overall influence of indebted to "generations of ly an Afro-Asian affair. This
Christianity in Africa is fax self - sacrificing missionaries" move would take up a world
greater than bare statistics from the west, he said, it is a wide scope."
might indicate," he 'Laid. "Al- wholesome sign that "the The diplomat said about 30
countries would attend the conthough Africa is Only 11 per church is beginning to take
ference, if the Europeans agree
cent Christian, the spirit of root in native structures."
to come. So far, those expected
Christianity has exerted a His own elevation to the
to attend are: from Asia—India.
large influence on the devel- College of Cardinals last year
Indonesia, Burma, Ceylon, Iraq,
opment of the continent. The was a recognition by the VatiCambodia, Afghanistan, Nepal
fact that the majority of the can of the growing role of the and Saudi Arabia; from
Afrieducated class have received 2,500 native Catholic priests ca — Ethiopia, Somalia,
Guia good Christian education has now serving in Africa.
nea, Mali, Ghana, Sudan, Albeen one of the principal Cardinal Rugambwa has geria (nationalist government
been in the U.S. for nearly a in exile), Morocco and the Concauses for this influence."
He said education has been month, visiting Catholic uni- go (Stanleyville); and fr om
one of the "greatest contribu- versities in various parts of
tions" which Christians have the country. He will return to
BURK.HALL
made to Africa. "In the not Tanganyika late this week.
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NAACP MEET
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP will hold its regular
monthly meeting Sunday, June
25, 4 p.m., Mt. Olive C M E
church, Linden at Lauderdale
st. All members are urged to
be present, business of importance. Jesse H. Turner, president, Memphis Branch NAACP.
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New York
TO $80 Weekly
ages 25.45
Free Room, Board,T V
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Needed
Write or Call
United Employment
Ammer
2572 Inn,., Memphis.
Tenn
PA 7.0124
OL 11-3780
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Club Handy
Memphis' Leading Nit. Spot

your tuck days
God Gifted Power a nealer, I give you
Health, BUS111•88 Marriage
about
advice
number
/Our lucky
marriage problems please
and love affairs. IS you have any
bring them to me. 1 am sure 1 can help you.
down please some to me.
If you are Ides worried and run

195 HERNANDO STREET

MEMPHIS, TENN.

* * *

Club Handy Is The Favorite
Meeting Place Of The Stars
* * *
Music For Your Dancing And
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MAIDS
URGENTLY NEEDED
In New York

HELP WANTED
Men And Women - Earn 175 $190 Per Week. Sell Essential
/tams To Beauty Parlor. And
Housewives. CutiRate, Bit Demand. Write J 5 IC Distributors, P. 0 Box 285 New York
11, N. Y

worn•
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workin#
WANTED
apartment
ao
O share • room
Call atter
with reasonable rases
WA 0.5910
7 am

MEN!
DON'T GIVE UP!
WM A T
CRAVE
YOU
DO
EVERY MAN NEEDS AFTER
40 If you lack PEP and energy
htsn do as thousands do. take
BRACER TABLETS for MIEN,
with Royal Jelly, the new Sex
Secret of the Queen Bee.. Bond
55 or 25-day supply. or 52 and
Wane+, In 3 weeks JACQUES
COMPANY, Dept 3, 1413 Butt
Street, Nacogdoehee, TO864.

MAIDS $35 to $60 per Wk.
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WILLIAMS AGENCY
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322M Beale Street
Memphis, Taco.
JA 7-0578

Used Furniture For Sale
516
Using room suite
Iii
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550
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You one leave this tweet Pm
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Huntington Station
N
_

New York, New Jersey, Boston, Moss
Hartford, Conn
Jobs with free room 8 board.
TV, Uniforms. Tickets sent at Oncel
Write

up

Call Risby At
JOHNSON FURNITURE
APPLIANCES
937 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-3956—SR. 4-0111

HOUSE FOR SALE
First Time Adrertised-at S6,000.
Neat 1 Bedroom Brick, 1306 South

Lauderdale. Lat-160 ft. deep.
Space for double garage.
Call Mrs. Morlority

•A

meat

74426

WH 8-7414

WANTS FARM WORK
Young

Man

Desires

FULL-

3 MEN

TIME FARM WORK. Please

$90 Weekly Earnings

Room 148, Craig Hall

Age 25 - 45. High School Education.
Men with sales experience preferred
Must oe neat In appearance. Car is
Necessary. Able to furnish Bond.

PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN

Anonymow

3.1405

Conditioned for Your Comfort

EVERYONE

Phone IA. 5-6348

YOUR
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WARREN'S
Barber & Beauty Shop

creaking
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the station when an
anguished lady accosted the
baggage master and said,
*If I run do you think I
can still catch the train?" "Lady," the baggage master
it!"
her, "If you run hard enough—you'll pass
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Advertise In The Want-Ad Section Wcekly
3 Lines For 2 Weeks .
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311 - Giving

write to:

Donald Mackey

Montana State Univ.
Missoula, Montana

Member Fetes
Goodwill Club

Maids $35 to 660 Per Week
New York, New Jersey, BosThe Goodwill Social club was
ton, M a ss., Hartford, Conn.
Jobs with free room & board entertained by Mrs. Florence
Watkins of Perry Road, during
TV, Uniforms
Ticket sent at once
a regular monthly meeting at
her home last week.
Write Williams Agency
3221
/
2 Beale St., Memphis, The social part of the meetTenn.
ing' included games, music and
refreshments.
rtt5 sALE-CHEAP
During the business part o
I-5 rt. glass shown,.
the meeting, plans were made
register
1-NsUonal cash
for a lawn party to be given
1-8I OOP mattes urn
l-gat, 'eta tea Mock
July I at the home of Mrs.
1-large fan on Mend
Mary K. Crawford, 1439 Led1-20 in. osoMatine fan
1-23 in. fan
ges Rd., president of the club.
I-large exhaust fan
1-i0 gal. rate water Seale,
Next regular meeting of the
Call Are
A 0 Whitmore
club is scheduled to be held at
04 11-0777
the home of Mrs. Vera Watkins,
1975 Warren Rd.
Other members of the club
MAIDS URGENTLY
are: Mrs. Jewel Grey, Mrs.
NEEDED
Willie Mae Love. Mrs. AmanCo $60 cash weekly. N. Y. da Hill, Mrs. Margarette Mcjobs. We se ,1 your car Kinney, Mrs. Sallie Nelson,
Mrs. Grace Scott, Mrs. Ora Lee
i v e Turner. Mrs. Myretlee Perry
fare imraerliatt ••.
in
'r — he Mrs. Ella Crawford and M
references
Elnora Hill.
right
leave
prepared
lo

away.

HA V -AWrite
One pound of chlorine can
MAID Agency, 4 Bond at,
disinfect 200.000 gallons of
Great Neck, N. V.
water.
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'Tenn. Traffic Report
Cops Safety Citation

THURSDAY
1:30 to 2 p.m., Art Linklettel's House Party, Guests:
'rile Daily Traffic Safety Re- the program each Monday
Larry and Sheldon Staten,
port. featuring an up-to-the- through Friday.
passengers in a private plane
minute report each day by a "It is indeed a fine recogniwhen the pilot fainted.
top official of the Tennessee tion for a most worthy public
4:30 to 5, Early Movie with
Department of Safety, has been service performed by two fine
Kitty Kelly. "Money and the
singled out for one of the na- Tennessee institutions," t he
Woman," with Jeffrey Lynn,
tion's highest safety honors. Governor declared. "He also
Brenda Marshall and Roger
The Alfred P. Sloan Award ex pressstxl congratulations to
Pryor. A crooked bank teller
was presented the Tennessee Major Henry Heer, assistant to
plans a big money hold-up,
District of the Portland Ce- the Commissioner of Sleety,
but a young bank executive
ment Association for sponsor- and Charles Scott, the station's
latches on to the plot. Kitty's
ing the best traffic program of news director, "for the exguest: Ott Roush. horticulturits kind, based on entries sub- cellent manner in which they
ist.
mitted in a nation-wide con- have handled these important
6 to 6:30, Highway Petra,
test by the National Safety programs,"
with Brod Crawford. Dan
Council.
"Commissioner of
Safety
Mathews solves the murder of
Governor Buford Ellington, Greg O'Rear is doing a magnifan eccentric artist and exposes
icent
job
in
reducing
commenting
the
on
the award totrafOLDEST GRADUATE-Miss teacher and once sang for
the killer's strange motive.
fic death rate in our state,"
Pearl Emma Crawford, left, three years with the Fisk day, congratulated the associa- the
Governor said, "and I am
tion and Radio Station WLAC
630 to 7, Trackdown, "Right
of 33 N. Dunlap, is believed University Jubilee Singers, in
Nashville, which carries iiire he. too, appreciates the
of Way" with Robert Culp. A
to be the oldest living grad- although she never attended
able assistance given him by
brash young man with a fast uate of LeMoyne. She will that institution. Mrs. Cherie
those responsible for the progun inadvertently saves the
be 93 on August 22, and was P. Roland is shown present- Lon McAlliister, Peggy Ann gram."
life of another young man acgraduated fr om the old ing Miss Crawford a gift Garner and Edmund Gwenn. John
L. Feagin, Tennessee
cused of murder.
LeMoyne Normal Institute from the college's General A father alienates his son's District
Engineer for Portland
love by cruel and overly abu7 to 7:30, Tombstone Terri- in 1901. She is a retired Alumni Association.
sive treatment of the boy's Cement Association, received
tory, starring Pat Conway and Memphis public school
the
award in ceremonies at the
dog.
Richard Eastham. A sadistic
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New
journalist provides the sheriff
SATURDAY
TOP SAFETY AWARD - Admiring a plague presented the Tennessee District of Port/end Cement
York.
the
Ballistic
380-foot
MisEastwood.
Fleet
ing
and Clint
"In- 7:10
with plenty of trouble.
to 7:30 a.m., Superman,
Association by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation for sponsoring the motion's best traffic safety ore.
'site submarine is told in clear cident of Fear in the Streets"
gram
are (from Left) State Safety Commissioner Greg O'Rear, F. C. Sowell, manager of
starring
George
Reeves. "Jun7:30 to 8, Dick Powell's Zane
and simple terms from con- - Gil Favor and his ramrod gle
by Pee Wee Reese from Cros-1 Radio Station WLAC, which carries the daily program; Gov. Buford Ellington and John L.Nashville
Ferole. • ;
Devil,"
Clark
Kent, JimGrey theatre, with Dick
District
strange
distown
Engineer for the Association (holding plaque). The program, which features a daily interview
enter
and
a
ley Field.
eent to the missile's successmy
and
Lois
see
and
try
to
Powell, host. "The Last Bugle"
with a top safety official, also won the National Safety Council Public Interest Award,
f,11 test flight over the At- cover that they and the rest find a lost scientist only to be 3:30 to 5:30, Early
starring Bob Cummings. An
Movie,'
(from of the townspeople are pris- captured by hostile natives.
"Thunder in the Valley," with
Army officer sets out in a lantic Ocean last year
submarine George Wash- oners of a man and his four
suicidal effort to induce the the
7:30 to B. Ramar of the Jun- Lon McCallister, Peggy Ann
It may also visit the British
ington. 30 miles off Cape Ca- sons, who have taken over
blood-thirsty Geronimo a n d
gle, starring Jon Hall. "The Garner and Edmund Gwenn.
territory of Bechuanaland, on
plot
to
a
community
in
the
A
father
alienates
his
his band of marauding Apa- naveral).
son's
avenge the mob-lynching of Urn of Destiny". The sinister
South West Africa' eastern
ches to surrender to the gov- 10.10 to 11:45. Late Movie, the youngest member of the power of a rare urn unearthed ove by cruel and overly abuborder, through which refugees
ernment. Gatewood's mission 'Ton Secret" with Oscar Hofrom the ruins of an ancient sive treatment of the boy's
clan.
is further complicated when molka, Nadia Gray and George
escaped to petition the UN feu
temple in the Jungles of India dog.
7:30 to 8:30, Route 66. star- has perverted the mind of an 5:30 to 6, Tombstone Terrihe learns that the Mexican Cole.
help. The petitioners complainring Martin Milner and George archaeologist who becomes ob- ory, starring Pat Conway and
Army is determined that he rRTDAY
ed bitterly that South African,
will never take Geronimo 1:30 to 2 p.m.. Art Linklet- Maharis. A pretty young wom- sessed by the lust to destroy Richard Eastham, Sheriff Hol- UNITED NATIONS. N. Y.- British-administered Tangan- r ule was oppressive, denied
across the border alive.
ter's H ou se Party. Guest: an, paroled from a Texas pris- all white people he encounters. lister literally fights fire with (UPI) - A nine-nation c o m- yika an the UAR have inform- fundamental human rights to'
8 to 9, Gunslinger, starring Stewart H. Britt, professor at on, finds that a brutal ranch- 8 to 8:30, Superman, starring fire in the story of the fire of mittee leaves Tuesday for Afri- ed the UN there are five refu- the natives, extended Sou th
ca to interview seven refugees gees in Tanganyika and two in Africa,s controvesial ApartTony Young and Preston Fos- Northwestern university and er who had helped convict her George Reeves. "My Friend 881.
is her parole "adviser." Lee Superman," Tony, who owns 6 to 6:30, Amos 'n Andy, from South West Africa on con- the UAR ready to explain why heid policies into the territory
ter, and featuring Charles author of "The Spenders."
ditions there. Their 12,000-mile they fled the territory.
and aimed at annexation.
Gray, Dee Pollock and Midge 4 to 5:30. Early Movie with Marvin guest stars.
the diner near the Daily Plan- 'Hospitalization."
Ware, "Road of the D e a d".; Kitty Kelly. "The Murder of 8:30 to 9, 'Way Out, with et, beset by protection racke- 6:30 to 7:30, Perry Mason, inspection tour is scheduled to
Sent by the Army to investi- Doctor Harrigan" with Ricer- Ronald Dahl, host. An experi- teers, boasts a friendship for starring Raymond Burr, Bar- take them to almost every area
gate the deaths of 21 Mexi- do Cortez, Mary Astor and mental psychologist achieves Superman on very slight bara Hale and featuring Wil- of the continent except the one
cans, Cord and his aide, Pico, Kay Linaker. A doctor is a "major breakthrough" in the grounds and the fib sets off a iam Hopper and Ray Collins. they are investigating.
"The Case of the Fancy Fig- The Union of South Africa,
discovered that a beautiful and found knifed to death in a son ic tranquilization of a strange series of events.
mysterious con t essa and a hospital elevator. Kitty's guest: mouse, a chimpanzee and the 4 10:30 to 11, The Roy Rogers ures." Perry helps free a man which administers the f o rbearded man were the last to Jimmy Stroud with the "Story pet dog belonging to his bois- Show, starring Roy Rogers who has been unjustly impris- mer German colony under a
see the dead persons 'al i v e. of the Month."
terious wife and the results with Dale Evans and Pat Bra- oned for five years, but later league of nations mandate, conBelieving the killer to be his 6 to 6:30. Highway Patrol, are somewhat startling in dy. "The Treasure of Howling has to defend him on a mur- tends that conditions in South
own father, Cord engages in with Brod Cra w ford. Dan "Hush Hush."
West Africa are no concern of
Dog Canyon," a young man der charge.
Mathews prevents a train 9 to 930, Twilight Zone, "I has half of a map locating a .7:30 to 8:30, Checkmate, star- the United Nations and h a s
the hunt.
r:ng
Anthony George, Doug refused to cooperate with the
9 to 10, CBS Reports, "The holdup by armed desperados Shot an Arrow into the Air," hidden treasure hoard on
McClure and Sebastian Cabot. 13-man investigating group.
Year of the Polaris," with Ed- and races against time to save Flight Officer Corey takes which there is an In
"State
of Shock," starring Nina So the committee has achedward R. Murrow as narrator the lives of everyone on the desperate measures for sur- curs e, and Roy helps him
Foch. The drama concerns the uled a peripheral itinerary,
The life story of the Polaris, train.
vival after he crash lands on fight for his right to get it.
wife of a doctor at a rural
: a 1500-mile-range, nuclear- 6.30 to 7:30, Rawhide, star- an unknown planetary surface
which averages roughly 1,000
11 to 11:30, Sky King, star- rest home for
the aged who miles per man to interview the:
tipped ballistic missile, and ”ing Gary Merrill, Eric Flem- in the first manned rocket shot
ring Kirby Grant and Gloria becomes a
target
for death. refugees, whose number is i
-----into space. Dewey Martin Winters. "T riple Exposure",
8:30 to 9, Have Gun Will
stars.
about half that of the commit7:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M.
just before disappearing, a Travel,
starring Richard tee members and their aides.1
9:30 to 10. Person to Person, girl reporter slips a camera Boone. "Lady on the Wall.'
Season Premiere! ! ! with into Sky's pocket. After Sky several old-time silver miners The committee hopes to f i n
Charles Collingwood, host. develops the film, he and turn to Paladin for help when more refugees.
The Crosby brothers - Philip, Penny set out to locate the their treasured oil painting of The investigators also have
Dennis and Lindsay - will be reporter and save a valuable a beautiful woman mysteri- been rebuffed on a bid to study
visited. Lindsay will be visit- stamp collection.
ously disappears from the South West Africa from the border of neighboring Angola, an-'
ed at his Royal Oaks home, 12:25 to 3:30 p.m., Baseball town's saloon.
and Dennis and Philip will be Game of the Week. The Cin- 9 to 9:30, Gunsmoke, star- other seething African territory
visited in their respective cinnati Reds and the Los An- ring James Arness and fea- shrouded in censorship.
Beverly Hills homes. A final geles Dodgers, currently in the turing Amanda Blake and Portugal views Angola as an
gathering of the clan will take thick of the battle for first Dennis Weaver and Milburn integral part of the Portuguese
place in the National League Stone. By refusing to jail his nation. It told the UN that there,
place at Philip's home.
Silbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W.& A.
10:10 to 11:45, Late Movie, clash today. Dizzy Dean cov- friend Doc Adams, who has are no South West African,
Distreuted
011ie.
by National Distillers Products Comfit* "Thunder in the Valley" with ers the play-by-play, assisted
; Gilbay. Ltd., Cincinnati,
admitted a killing, Matt faces refugees in Angola and therepublic criticism on the one fore no reason for the commithand and a gunman who has tee to come in.
marked Doc for death on the The committee, composed of I
members from Indonesia, Ireother.
9:30 to 10, The Brothers land, the Philippines, Uruguay,;
Brannagan. starring Steve United Arab Republic, Brazil;
Dunne and Mark Roberts. Guatemala, Denmark and Ethi"Mistaken Identity". G an g- opia, plans to start work in Acsters kidnap the wrong girl cra, Ghana. The Ghanan govwhen she exchanges hotel ernment has promised to prorooms with a murder witness vide information about reported
fleet, nimble shortstop of
unrest in South West Africa.
wanted by the police.
the L. A Dodgers, says
10:10 to 12:45, Million Dol"Taste-and plenty of it-is what won
lar Playhouse, "Stanley and
Livingstone" with Spencer
me over to Tareytons, and I'm sure
Tracy and Walter Brennan,
going to stay with them. They give
Richard Green, Nancy Kelly
me a real good smoke every time."
and Charles Coburn. An English newspaperman goes to
Africa to search for missionary Livingstone whom he believes to be alive.

African Refugees' Plight
LaunchesBroad UN Probe

•

NOW OPEN

TUESDAY NIGHTS
All Rides Sc For Kids Under 12 Yrs.

FAIRGROUNDS

EBBS GIN

AMUSEMENT
PARK

"America's Most

Popular-Priced Midway"

!ci

CANVAS AWNINGS
Protect windows from summer heat with cotton canvas
awnings. They can reduce the
room temperature as much as
15 degrees.

BROTHER BOB
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2

III 151
iftY
6 to ‘z 30. 1 1 to 1:30

NEED CASH!

•
Tareyton delivers the flavor...
NM'S OH FILTH Clfillilfrtf NATI IMAM IIIFFUENTI

DUAL
FILTER
DOES
IT!
•

P•cdvd ti

damip,
44,

"AelIVATISD
CHARCOAL

it inner fitttv
pare white
eater tiller

itivusram

-.arsemmi

mcc cvcr ,

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual
Filter gives you a unique inner filter of
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and
smooth. It works together with a pure white
outer filter-to balance the flavor elements
in the smoke.
Tareyton delivers-and you enjoy
-the best taste of the best tobaccos.

ei

DUAL FILTERTareyton

-Quick Loans-

GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 10, 2 to 3

0

CANE COLE
3 to Sign Off

Automobile, f urniture

Signature
Them is a reason why pa01149
like to do business with us.
You, too. will Oho our COWtoots, treatment and desire to
h•lp you.
'Open 1' hornier and Friday
Nights Unfit 8.00 P
M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00

4

DIXIE FINANCE IF)

Horns Owned Home Opitrer.,1
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We Mir, to say toss to your
loan requiter
Examined and Supervised
Site State Deportment

of
lessuranc• and Banking
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351

152 Madison, JA. 5-7611

0

REUBEN
WASHINGTON
Sunday - Sign On
To Sign Off
an

0

•

